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By Brian K. Wright
Issue #30 is here!
This month’s issue is very special
because we are celebrating
the release of the new personal
development movie How
Thoughts Become Things. I got to
interview seven cast members
from the movie, and they all
appear in this issue.
On the front cover this month is
the legendary Dr Denis Waitley,
who wrote The Psychology Of
Winning years ago. That’s a book
I have read many times, and we
talked about using the power of
thought to create excellence. In
addition to that, we discussed
many great topics. Some areas of
discussion included visualization,
overcoming limiting beliefs, the
new movie How Thoughts Become
Things, why taking action quickly
is more important than you think,
and much more.
Then, I had a great discussion with
Dr. Joe Vitale about programing
your brain to get what you want.
He overcome poverty and
homelessness and built a life of
abundance by merging the fields
of spirituality and marketing to
create a unique niche for himself.
After that, my interview with Dr.
John Demartini is about designing
the reality you want to create. He
overcame learning disabilities and
is now one of the most prolific
writers and researchers in the
world.
Other stars of the movie
appearing in this issue include
John Assaraf, Dr. Karen Perkins,

Meagan Fettes, and Dr. Marina
Bruni.
In addition to all of that, many of
the amazing contributors you are
used to seeing also appear with
all new content.

All the best,
Brian K. Wright
Publisher, Success Profiles
Magazine
Host, Success Profiles Radio

I am excited to share this with you,
so welcome to issue #30!
I hope you enjoy this as much as I
enjoyed putting it together!
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USING THE POWER OF
THOUGHT TO CREATE
EXCELLENCE
By Brian K. Wright
I had the honor of interviewing
Dr. Denis Waitley recently,
and we discussed many great
topics. Some areas of discussion
included visualization, overcoming
limiting beliefs, the new movie
How Thoughts Become Things,
why taking action quickly is more
important than you think, and
much more.
Brian: Welcome, Denis! Glad to
have you here. Did you envision
earlier in your life that you would
be where you are right now?
Denis: No, but I always felt a little
different. I was raised with no TV,
so I’m audible-oriented and I read
a lot of books.
I thought that I would either be
Rod Serling, a screenwriter, or an
author, but I didn’t picture myself
standing in front of an audience
until I was 12-years-old. I began
to talk a lot when I was little, and
found that talking and writing
were the things I loved to do
most.
Brian: Did it take you a while to
find your success?
Denis: It took me forever because
World War II happened when I
was a boy, and the Korean War
was when I was a senior in high
school. So, instead of going to a
liberal arts college, I went to the
Naval Academy and became a
nuclear weapons carrier base
attack pilot, which is the furthest
thing you can get from being an
author and a speaker on high
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

performance.

Psychology of Winning).

Brian: I bet! How did your
personal development journey
start?

I decided that I would take the
prisoner of war situation of doing
within when you’re doing without,
because I found that the POWs
had several years in solitary
confinement with nothing to do
but think.

Denis: It started mainly with my
grandmother telling me that
seeds of greatness are what you
plant in the garden. We had a
victory garden during World War
II, and I never forgot what she told
me: whatever you put in the soil
and nurture will come up. Weeds
will come up without watering,
and they’ll come in every day. But
you have to focus on the flowers
and the vegetables, and not on
the weeds.
As time went on, I began to study
the prisoners of war coming back
from Vietnam. I found that no
American prisoner ever escaped
from a minimum security camp,
but many escaped from a
maximum security camp.
And so, I did a doctoral thesis on
prisoners of war and came up with
the idea that POW is a perception
(Prisoner of War, Prince of Wales,
Power of Women, Putting on
Weight, Prisoner of Work, or
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What did they think about when
they were alone in a cell with no
sunlight and no talking? Most of
them thought about where they
wanted to be, where they were
going, and where they wanted to
go, rather than where they were or
where they were coming from.
I found that the visualization of
a POW is very much the same
as the visualization of a pilot, of
an astronaut, and an Olympian.
I managed to find my way to
recording The Psychology of
Winning, which was the second
audio album ever published by a
guy who talks—Earl Nightingale
was the first.
The Psychology of Winning came
out in 1978, and it really launched
my career. I actually backed into
the speaking business through

audio, and then it was turned
into a book. I’m a product of
Nightingale Conant in direct
marketing, because I don’t think I
ever would have been known had
they not built a mailing list around
an audio album that was about
winning.
Brian: I have the book, by the
way. You’ve trained Olympians,
NASA astronauts, and CEO’s of
major corporations. In the book,
you talked about how athletes
will replay their routines in their
mind and it’s almost as good as
physically practicing. I know Jack
Nicklaus always used to say that
he visualized his shot before he
took it, and that’s why he was so
great.
With this pandemic that we’re
going through now, and sports
being shut down at the moment
that we’re doing this, do you
think that those athletes who
are visualizing their routines and
repeating them in their minds
are going to be the ones who are
going to be far ahead when sports
finally resume again?
Denis: I really do. I think that when
you pre-play and replay, your
brain can’t distinguish between
virtual and reality. If you have
emotion and repetition behind
your thoughts, they’re stored in
your brain as if they’re your truth,
so that’s why peoples’ beliefs are
so strong.
You have to be careful what
you dwell on because your
expectation becomes the thing
that your brain leads you toward.
Whatever you expect to happen,
the brain tries to manifest that
through biochemicals and
through images and emotions.
And it’s incredible to me why so
many people are stunned with
fear and panic when they should

be at the top of their game in the
worst of times.
In other words, when the
pressure’s on, that’s when you
really need to be clear, focused,
relaxed, and optimistic about the
outcome because the brain is
taking you in that direction.
Brian: How do we overcome
limiting beliefs?
Denis: The best way to overcome
the limiting beliefs is to take
that belief and reverse it. People
talk about affirmations, but I talk
about confirming beliefs. With the
Olympians, we would use selfstatements and then give them
the reverse of what their problem
was. In other words, we’d take
what they were doing wrong, and
flip it to be the positive side of
that.
And then we’d have them repeat
using what we call visual motor
behavioral rehearsal. I’ll give you
an example. When Lindsey Vonn
skis down a mountain in her room,
she has a platform that goes up
and down like skis would. And in
her mind, she feels the weight. So,
it feels like she’s skiing and she
visualizes every flag, every gate,
and being inside the gate coming
down in record time.
Michael Phelps does the same
thing by doing the swim in
advance. He’s been doing that
since he was seven-years-old.
Andre Agassi has a 40-minute
shower before every match and
he plays that match in the shower.
So, to overcome a limiting belief,
you have to realize that most
limitations are psychological and
limits are physical or based on
age. They’re based on where we
are right now.
For example, I won’t be an
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Olympian, I won’t be President,
and I won’t be many things,
but there are still a lot of things
I can do. What I need to do is
look at my talents, my interests,
my values, and remove the
thermometer from my life and
create a thermostat that I set
higher above my comfort zone.
If I set my beliefs higher, my
automatic brain will come on and
put the heater on instead of the air
conditioner.
So instead of cooling me down,
it will heat me up. So, the best
thing to do is to replace a
negative statement with a positive
outcome as if it were happening
now—then internalize that
emotionally through repetition
until it overrides the old software
program.
Brian: That’s fantastic. Let’s talk
about the movie, How Thoughts
Become Things. What is this movie
about for those who haven’t heard
of it yet?
Denis: I think the movie takes
the Law Of Attraction a little
deeper and maybe a little more
specifically. When some of us
were in the movie, The Secret,
it came out at a perfect time
when people were searching for
something else.
So, How Thoughts Become Things
is a more specific follow up to The
Secret telling you that when you
think about something obsessive,
specify it and get to know it very
well. Talk about it, think about it
every day, project it out. There
will be someone somewhere who
connects with that thought.
Many people talk about vibrations
and energy. I’m more of a
pragmatist because I’m an exNavy pilot. I believe in the science
part of it. I believe in the unfailing
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

Brian: How did this opportunity
come to you?
Denis: I met Rhonda Byrne in
Sydney, Australia. And when she
was thinking about The Secret, it
was going to be a one-time TV
show. But then because of time
zones, they made a video and it
sold like pancakes going out the
door.

boomerang that whatever you
throw out (decisions, thoughts,
energy) will come back to you
as long as you’re not always
expecting something in return.
In other words, you keep giving
because you don’t lose anything
when you keep giving. You still
have all your value. So, if you give
more in value than you receive in
payment, people who recognize
that you’re a bargain, and they will
seek you for the value that you’re
projecting.
I really think that How Thoughts
Become Things is the next step
to taking the Law Of Attraction
and putting day to day action in
it. That BMW is not going to drive
up in your driveway when you
think about it. It’s going to come in
your driveway when you give the
dealership a value that’s equal to
what he needs payment for. So,
you always need to think of the
value you’re giving in everything
you do, and therefore, you will be
receiving something parallel or
equal to that.
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I had a small cameo part in
that and I didn’t exploit it for my
own benefit, and I think Doug
Vermeeren saw what my role was
in that and thought that because
we were doing something more
specifically based on science, as
well as the mind, he thought that
I might be included in the group,
which has some original teachers
and some new ones.
But I’m very grateful because I
think this is a really great movie.
I saw his movie The Opus, which
came out after The Secret. It was
a great movie about the Law Of
Attraction. But I think this one is
very, very creative. And I think he
is not only creative but he’s very
proactive, and he’s got a very
quick bright mind. So, I’m very
delighted to be part of it.
Brian: Doug Vermeeren is
amazing, and thanks to him I’ve
gotten to interview a whole bunch
of you.
How exactly do thoughts become
things?
Denis: Well, obviously, thoughts
come to us mostly in visual
images. We’re more susceptible
to visual stimulation, although
we’re stimulated by all of our
senses —touch, smell, taste,
visual, verbal, writing, action.
But when you get images in your
brain, the clearer they are, the
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more detailed they are, the more
you’re able to create a blueprint,
and you’re able to put colors,
shapes, sizes, amounts, and
numbers to them. The clearer you
are, the more the brain can focus
on that image and bring to you
the other people in the world who
have the skills that you don’t.
I’m not a good organizer and I’m
not a good manager of people. I
tend to be Mr. Nice Guy. I’m good
at creating and writing. I know
what my limitations are, which are
mostly psychological, but I’m not
good with spatial relations, and I’m
not good with color perception.
Here’s an example of what
thoughts become things means
— take the aqualung, for example.
Jacque Cousteau wanted to be an
astronaut, but he broke both arms
and couldn’t be an astronaut. So,
he swam to get rehabilitated and
saw a water spider with a bubble
on her back, taking air down to
her little babies. And he had an
epiphany. He said, “Why can’t I put
a bubble of air on my back and
why can’t I become an aquanaut
instead of an astronaut?”
The human brain is so incredible
that it gets these ideas, and the
more shape that they take, the
more they become architecturally
possible. And there’s somebody
who has the skill to make a piece
of furniture, to build the plane, to
build the Tesla car, to build things
that we haven’t even imagined
yet.
And that’s why Einstein was right
— imagination is more important
than knowledge because
knowledge is limited to all we
know. But imagination is unlimited
to all we have yet to know and
have yet to discover. And that’s
why being able to imagine
something in detail becomes a

thing because it also becomes
chemistry and also becomes a
belief system that is really difficult.
And when someone has a
magnificent obsession, it’s
very difficult to shake them off
that obsession. Anything we’re
obsessed with begins to take
form or shape. So, what I always
say is what the mind harbors, the
body manifests in some way. And
that’s why everything that you
think about becomes in some
way concrete — it turns from a
cobweb into a cable, and it turns
into a submarine.
And the greatest thing about
the Olympians is when they run
the race in their mind, the same
muscles fire in a slight way and
creates a pathway in their brain
like a freeway. So, you actually
create a neural freeway in your
brain that enables you to repeat
that performance. And if you don’t
fall in your mind, then you’re likely
not to fall on the ice or the playing
field. And that’s why practice
makes permanent.
Brian: I want to ask you about the
role of visualization in the creative
process. I’m sure you could
probably talk to us for hours about
that, but give us a quick nutshell
of that if you could.

it to people is pretend you’re an
Olympic skier, but the camera is
placed on the front of your skis.
What you’re looking at is your
view of the downhill through your
own eyes as if you’re doing it.
You’re not a guest, you’re not a
spectator. You’re the key actor, the
leading man or leading woman in
your own movie.
And that’s why great actors and
actresses walk around, and
when they’re memorizing the
part, they’re actually doing it out
loud. Not only does it internalize
the images, you remember the
words faster and you become
transformational into the part.
So visual motor behavior rehearsal
is the secret success key of an
athlete because you don’t miss
in your mind. You only miss when
you do it in practice. If you have
more perfect performances in
your mind, the brain will store that.
But when you go to win, it’ll be a
reflex.
Everyone will say, “You’re
so spontaneous, you’re so
wonderful.” But the athlete says,
“I’ve done it 1200 times.”
Brian: With this current
Coronavirus pandemic going
on, there’s a lot of group think
happening. We seem to be

collectively creating our feelings
about what’s going on. Tell
us about what you think the
practicality of how thoughts
become things fits within the
context of what we’re going
through right now.
Denis: It really does. And for me,
it works like this — I know that
you move towards your current
dominant thought. I know that
thoughts become things. They
also become chemicals. I know
that when I’m happy, I release
endorphins, which are stronger
than morphine. I know when I’m
happy, I release dopamine, and
dopamine keeps me energized
and moving forward.
During a very difficult time, why
would I want to release the things
that are bad for me? I wouldn’t.
And, of course, I have fear, but my
fear is only eccentric. My fear puts
me on the alert. So, fear should
alert you, but when you’re in a
stressful situation, that’s when you
need resiliency, calmness, energy,
and clear thinking. And that’s what
I try to use this pandemic for.
I stepped back from the canvas
of my life and say, “Okay, what
am I grateful for most? A lot. What
have I been not doing enough of?
Intimacy with my family, looking

Denis: What’s so incredible about
that is the visual cortex is in the
back of the brain. So, it sits in the
very back of the brain and yet the
eyes are rolling the camera. The
camera takes in all of the images
that it sees and stores those
images on the back of the brain,
and they’re stored there forever
as a music video that we keep
editing.
It’s like being able to put yourself
in the picture as if you are
running. The best way to explain
7
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at things that are more important
and not as urgent. I’ve been giving
up the important for the urgent,
and I’ve been letting my texts, my
tweets, and my virtual life replace
the real life, which is the textures,
the tastes and smells, and the
touches.” This is an excellent way
for me to reorder my priorities.
I’ve been reading inspirational
books and listening to inspirational
music. I read biographies of
people who have overcome
enormous obstacles to become
successful. I also am looking at
more beautiful art.
Brian: And using positive selftalk is so incredibly important
because the things that we say to
ourselves tend to come to fruition,
right?
Denis: Absolutely. You may not
get what you want, but you’re
likely to get what you expect in
the long run. And just remember,
you can’t come away from being
late, overweight, poor. You can’t
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come away from something
because the brain doesn’t use
adjectives. It uses dominant
thoughts.
If you’re a person that’s
overweight and you say
something like, “I sure need to
lose a lot of weight. I just don’t
like the way I look.” And your brain
says, “We know it. You’re just
reminding me of what we don’t
like about ourselves.”
You should be your best coach
and friend. You know yourself
better than anyone else does and
you’re not fooling yourself at all.
So, an affirmation needs to be a
confirmation and not just looking
in the mirror and playing games.
This is the real thing.
It’s not a drill. Every day is the
Super Bowl, so why not play as if
this is the grand finale.
Brian: Absolutely. And something
else that I know you like to talk
about is the fact that we have
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to look at our problems and
challenges as opportunities
because those are here not to
punish us, but to move us in a
better direction, right?
Denis: Absolutely, Brian. I know
you’re show does that for people
and I know that everything you do
leads them in that direction.
A crisis causes us to be at our
best and to think our way through
it, which is why coral only lives on
the ocean side of the reef, but not
on the lagoon side. When you’re
in a lagoon, you’re not challenged.
You have no reason to be vibrant.
But when you’re on the windward
side, the wave side, and when
they’re crashing up against you,
you have a reason for living and
that’s a very important distinction.
Earl Nightingale told me that. He
said the coral only lives on the
dangerous side of the reef where
it’s challenged because if you’re
not challenged, you don’t have as
much reason to live.

Brian: Do you think that when we
take action on our ideas quickly
that we’re rewarded with more
ideas and better ideas later?
Denis: Yes. I’ve said that
unequivocally. I don’t believe
in ready, fire, aim. Perfection is
procrastination.
We just need to strive for
incremental excellence a little
bit at a time. I’m in my eighties,
and I’m more alive and alert and
remembering and doing things.
But I say, I think it, I’ve seen it, I do
it. And instead of putting things
on a to-do list and then mulling
an analysis to paralysis, I take the
action and it’s just incredible.
I see a plant that needs watering,
I water it. I’m on my way
somewhere, but I stop. When that
thought comes in my mind, I take
action. Now even if I have to get
up at night and write it down to
do in the morning, because I think
having a sense of nowness keeps
us — it’s the law of inertia. Energy
in motion tends to stay in motion.
But rather than stewing, we need
to be doing within when we’re
doing without.
And so, the more action you
take, the more you act on your
thoughts, the more creative
thoughts you will generate. It will
percolate.
Brian: Denis, you have
an updated version of The
Psychology Of Winning coming out
soon, right?
Denis: I do. I think it’s coming out
in July. It’ll be on Amazon and
in the bookstores. It will be on
Audible as well as a book, and
it’s finally updated to bring it into
2020. We’ve learned a lot more
about the brain since that original

positive thinking concept. And I’m
glad that neuroscience backs up
the way you and I think.
Brian: I’m looking forward to
that for sure. A lot of people
struggle with money. Do you
think there’s a worthiness issue
where sometimes people don’t
give themselves permission to
succeed?
Denis: Absolutely. In fact, that’s
one of the main things. Selfesteem has been all mixed up.
People think self-esteem is
pushing your way to the top,
being the best looking, showing
off, showing people how far
you’ve come. In other words, they
believe that you don’t win silver,
you lose gold.
So, they base it all on a hierarchy
of celebrity or material acquisition,
and they don’t believe they’re as
good looking, as pretty, as smart,
or as capable. And they base
their performance on externals
rather than looking at the internal
diamond that only needs cutting
and polishing on the inside.

Brian: Awesome. Well, Denis,
thank you so much for being here.
It was a real honor and a privilege
to have you here today.
Denis: Thanks so much, Brian.
Only the best.

Denis is one of America’s most respected
authors, keynote lecturers and productivity
consultants on high-performance human
achievement. He is inspired, informed,
challenged, and entertained audiences for over
30 years from the boardrooms of multinational
corporations to the control rooms of the NASA
space program, from the locker rooms of
world class athletes, to the meeting rooms of
thousand throughout the world.
He was voted Best Speaker of The Year by the
Sales & Marketing Executives Association and
by Toastmasters International, and has been
inducted into the International Speakers Hall
of Fame.
With over 10 million audio programs sold in
14 languages, he’s the most listened to voice
on personal and career success. And he’s the
author of 14 books, including among others,
Seeds of Greatness, The Winner’s Edge,
Empires of the Mind. And his audio album,
The Psychology of Winning is the all-time
bestselling program on self-mastery.
He’s one of the stars of The Secret, and he’s
also in the new movie called How Thoughts
Become Things.

We have more potential than we
could use in 100 lifetimes. And
yet we limit it by feeling we’re not
good enough. I hate to admit it,
but The Psychology of Winning
was in my drawer for two years.
And I remember thinking that
the manuscript was not good
enough to be published, but the
manuscript spoke to me and I
knew I needed to share it with the
world.
Brian: Denis, how can we get
ahold of you?
Denis: Go to my website and
you’ll be pleasantly surprised,
there is nothing for sale there.
www.deniswaitley.com.
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HOW TO PROGRAM
YOUR BRAIN TO GET
WHAT YOU WANT

that. I just visualized I wanted to
be a published writer.

By Brian K. Wright

Dr. Joe: I was in Dallas, Texas, the
late 1970s and I was homeless
and didn’t even have a car. I spent
most of my time in the Dallas
Public Library, which on one
level was great because I’m a
bookaholic. So, I was there with
my friends—the books.

Brian: But it didn’t start there. In
fact, you were homeless, right?

And on another level, it was
tremendously awful because no
car, no food, no companionship,
no job, no money, no nothing. I
know what it’s like to go through
the dark night of the soul.

I had the honor of interviewing Dr.
Joe Vitale recently, and we talked
about many things including the
new movie How Thoughts Become
Things, how he overcame poverty
and created a life of abundance,
how to program our brains to get
the things we want, and much
more.
Brian: Welcome, Joe! Did you
envision earlier in your life that
you would be where you are right
now?
Dr. Joe: I envisioned being an
author. I wanted to write books
that made a difference, and I
visualized that when I was a
teenager. I’m now 66-yearsold and the level of success
I’ve managed to have went way
beyond anything I ever imagined.
Because I’m a musician with 15
albums, I’m an author with 80
books. I’ve been over 20 movies
now. I’ve been to countries I didn’t
even know existed to do my
speaking. I didn’t visualize all of
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

Brian: The journey is always so
fascinating because you lifted
yourself out of the ashes. How did
you get there and how did you
get out of it?
Dr. Joe: Well, getting there was
because I was pursuing a dream
very innocently. I was not into
alcohol or gambling. I wasn’t
doing anything self-destructive
in that way. I had a dream. I
wanted to be an author and I was
pursuing it.
I saved my money and worked as
a laborer. My father took me on
the railroad when I was five-yearsold. I knew what it was like to do
physical work and I did it. And
when I got to Dallas, I gave it to a
company that promised to give
me work overseas.
At that point, they were building
a pipeline in the Middle East
and another one in Alaska. They
were paying outrageous sums of
money, around $70 an hour for
laborers. My master plan was I
was going to go there to work for
a year, save all of my money, then
10

go on a sabbatical where I would
write the great American novel or
whatever I was inspired to write.
The company I gave the money
to took it and ran. They went
bankrupt. And remember, this
is before the internet, so a lot
of the resources we take for
granted today were not available
then. Plus, I didn’t know what
to do when I found the owner
committed suicide.
So, I was very quickly left with
nothing. My big dream, my big
plan, and my life investment for
that period of time in my life was
all gone. But I was quickly on the
streets struggling. It was a very
sad time.
Brian: What did you do to turn it
around?
Dr. Joe: Turning it around was not
an instantaneous or overnight
event, but there was a turning
point. As I was reading the
success literature that was so
wonderfully plentiful there in
the library for free, I kept coming
across the idea that I was creating
my own reality—that my beliefs
were actually doing it.
And books like The Magic of
Believing by Claude Bristol deeply
influenced me as well as Dale
Carnegie and Napoleon Hill
and the rest of the gang. And I
started to look in the mirror and
ask, “Okay, what kind of beliefs
could possibly be in me to create
this absolutely absurd, surreal,
desperate situation?”
And to my amazement, I found
that not only did I have an
operating belief, but we all have
one. In mine, I felt like I had to
suffer in the most dramatic way
in order to earn my success as
an author—authors I admired,

like Jack London and Ernest
Hemingway, who were classics
of American literature. I modeled
their lifestyle rather than their
writing style.
Jack London was dead by the
time he was 40-years-old by his
own hand. Ernest Hemingway
was a suicide. He lived longer,
but he was alcoholic, unhappy,
miserable. And both of them had
quite the adventuresome life.
Part of me felt like I needed to
have a life just as dramatic. So, I
was unconsciously creating that
life for myself. When I realized
that, I thought, “Well, surely there
are some writers out there who
are healthy, adjusted, prolific, and
profitable, and if I model them,
I could have success and be
happy.” That was the turning point,
when I realized my beliefs were
creating that reality.
Brian: Joe, tell us what the movie
How Thoughts Become Things is
about.
Dr. Joe: Well, the title pretty much
says it all, How Thoughts Become
Things. It really dissects, explains,
and breaks down what’s going on
in our mind. We don’t just have
thoughts, those thoughts actually
create reality. They create the
things that are around us.
And for the first time, this movie
interviews experts (I happen to be
lucky enough to be one of them)
who show the average person
how their thoughts can create
reality and how their thoughts
are already creating reality. But
with an understanding, you can
actually direct it to create a reality
you might prefer.
Brian: How is this movie different
from The Secret? You’ve been in
both of them.

want?
Dr. Joe: This movie is more
practical. This movie reaches
people right where they’re at and
teaches them how to use their
mind in a more directed beneficial
manifestation orientation in an
entertaining and educational way,
The Secret is inspiring and I will
always be proud that I’m in it. In
fact, I will always tell people to
watch the movie, whether I was in
it or not.
But it is an introduction to an idea.
It is not the complete course on
how to create your own reality.
In fact, it’s been critiqued for not
saying enough about what you
have to do to create the reality
you like.
If you really want to know how
thoughts create things and how to
direct your mind, then you need
this new movie. I’d say watch both
of them back to back actually. But
the new one’s more practical.
Brian: Fantastic. So how exactly
do thoughts become things?
Dr. Joe: Well, a lot of ways. First
of all, inside our minds, when we
do have a thought, there’s the
beginning of a spark. For a lot
of people, we just let the spark
come and go and nothing really
happens. But if we pay a little bit
of attention to that spark, we’re
now adding some energy to it.
And that energy can actually
expand into action.
An idea, then, becomes
something that excites us,
that excitement leads us to
consciously choose to take action.
And on our physical side, we’re
going to do something because
we’re taking action on an idea.
Brian: How can we program our
brain for the things that we really
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Dr. Joe: Well, in my new book
Money Loves Speed, I talk about
the reticular activating system.
And the RAS is in our brain and
it’s already programmed for
survival. So, it’s working for you,
it’s working for me.
But as I explained in the book,
we can program it for something
else. And that’s when you learn
how to program your mind to help
you attract and achieve virtually
anything you can imagine.
There are three steps to
programming the mind to attract
what you want. Before you even
get to the three steps, you have to
know what do you want. What do
you want to have, do or be, what’s
your intention here? What’s your
goal? Once you answer that, here
are the three steps.
The very first is you need
an image. Your brain, your
subconscious, unconscious mind,
all responds to imagery. You need
a graphic that represents what it
is you want. I’m a car guy, so it’s
really easy for me to say, “I need
a great photo of the car.” So, the
very first thing is the graphic, and
you can get that on Google, on
YouTube, on Fiverr. Or you can find
it the old traditional way, go buy
magazines and cut out pictures
of what you want to attract. This is
the first step to program the brain.
The second step is you cannot
create without emotion. Most
people are focused on hate or
fear, and those are very fiery
emotions. But what you want to
have is love. When you look at
your graphic with love, you are
programming your mind (because
it responds to the imagery and
it responds to emotion) that you
want this and it’s something you
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desire.
And then the third step is
repetition. Look at your goals
every morning, look at it at night.
Put them on your bathroom
mirror, your refrigerator, your
headboard, your dashboard, your
phone, and everywhere else that
you might stumble across it.
And with these three things, you
are programming and imprinting
the reticular activating system to
now look for and help you create
the very thing you said you want
when you answered the question,
“What do you want to attract?
What’s your intention?”
Brian: Wow, I love that. What
is the role of visualization in the
creative process?
Dr. Joe: Because the mind
responds better to imagery, that’s
a useful tool for us to program
and tell it where we want to go. If
we say, “I’d like to have the love
of my life, or I like to have more
money, or I’d like to have health,”—
fill in the blank with whatever it is.
The words, by themselves, aren’t
enough. Words do engage, words
do trigger action and thinking. But
if you really want to get results,
you got to see it. You have to
visualize it, you have to have the
imagery.
Brian: With the current
Coronavirus pandemic, there’s a
lot of groupthink going on. We are
collectively creating our feelings
about reality and interpreting
what’s going on. What would you
say to us regarding this?
Dr. Joe: Well, I have quite a bit to
say about it. I’ve been confined
to my room just like everybody
else with the quarantine, and
I actually think that’s a good
thing. I posted a couple of videos
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recently on Instagram, Facebook,
and Twitter where I said that there
is a conspiracy going on, but it’s a
divine conspiracy—a conspiracy
for good.
I think the universe is seismic
shocking us so that we will pay
attention. I think the very fact that
we’re all told go to our room is
a good thing. I think that we’re
all told to go inside, actually has
a double meaning. One is to go
inside your house and the other
is while you’re in there, go inside
yourself.
I think that what we’re being asked
to do is reconnect to what I’ll call
the divine, but you can call it the
Universe, God, or any number of
words that are out there.
I also believe that, yes, there’s
groupthink going on, but this is
just further evidence that the
Law Of Attraction has always
been working. We attract similarminded people. We attract people
who agree and sometimes
disagree for our unconscious
belief systems to match. We’re
actually pulling this into each
other.
All of this, Brian, is to say this is
actually a good thing. I am not
dismissing a virus that is out there.
I am not telling people not to
pay attention, or to pay attention
to the authorities and wash their
hands. But what I am saying here
is there’s two viruses.
The very first virus is the one they
were warning us about, but the
second virus is far worse. The
second virus is the virus of the
mind based on fear. When we
start to fall into fear, not only do
we lower our immune system,
which invites the first virus, but we
also fall into negative thinking. We
go into those negative conspiracy
12

thoughts, and we do not create a
reality that serves all of us.
Brian: Great, how do we find you?
How do we learn more about you
and get your book?
Dr. Joe: Thank you. The book is
on Amazon, Money Loves Speed.
I have lots of books over there so
just type in my name, Joe Vitale.
The website is www.
vitalelifemastery.com. I’ve got
plenty of freebies and courses
that are free.
Brian: Fantastic. Joe, thank you so
much for being here. Let’s do this
again someday.
Dr. Joe: My pleasure. Anytime you
like.

Dr. Joe Vitale is currently the president of
Hypnotic Marketing, which is a marketing
consulting firm. He’s been called the Buddha
of the internet for his combination of spirituality
and marketing acumen. And he was featured in
the bestselling program, The Secret, teaching
people how to have do and be anything they
want and achieve their goals in every single
area of life.
His incredible story of using the Law Of
Attraction in his own life is an inspiration
to thousands. 30 years ago, he was broke,
desperate and living on the street. Through
a series of odd coincidence, he found his
inner calling and has gone on to great fame
and success. He shared his knowledge and
discoveries through several best-selling
audio programs, and he has the gift of taking
complex issues of psychology and making
them easy to understand and apply to our lives.

WHAT REALITY ARE YOU
CHOOSING TO CREATE?
By Brian K. Wright

from Houston, Texas to Richmond,
Texas.
And when they moved to
Richmond, I was living in a lower
socioeconomic area and I didn’t
have anybody to ask questions to.
I ended up failing and dropping
out of school, so I lived as a street
kid from 13 to about 18.
That led me to California from
Texas, and eventually Hawaii,
because I was decent at surfing.
When I was in surfing at age 17, I
nearly died. And that led me to a
little health food store, which led
me to a yoga class, which led me
to meet Paul Bragg, which in one
night, one hour, one man with one
message, inspired me to do what
I’m doing today.

I had the honor of interviewing Dr.
John Demartini leading up to the
new movie How Thoughts Become
Things. Not only did we spent time
discussing that, but we talked
about a few other things as well,
including overcoming learning
disabilities, programing our brains
for what we want, choosing to
create our destiny instead of
being a victim, and so much more.
Brian: Welcome, Dr. Demartini!
Tell us a little bit about your
background for people who aren’t
familiar.
Dr. John D: I had learning
challenges when I was young. I
was told by my first grade teacher
I would never be able to read or
write, or amount to anything.
I had speech problems. I had to
go to a speech pathologist as a
child. I had learning difficulties
and dyslexia. I made it through
school by asking the smartest
kids questions to get through. And
that worked until my parents went

He inspired me to think that I
could overcome my learning
problems and someday I could
become intelligent, learn how to
speak properly, and learn how to
read, and maybe actually teach.
I wanted to be a teacher and I
wanted to be smart.
I had a dream to overcome those
learning problems and become
educated and teach, which was
a slow, steady, gradual process.
But for the last 47 years, I’ve never
stopped, and now I get to teach
all over the world.
Brian: When did you have the
realization that thoughts actually
do become things?
Dr. John D: I think really when I
was living on the streets, I saw
some signs of it. But it wasn’t until
I met Paul Bragg. He said that we
have a body, mind, and soul. The
body must be directed by the
mind, the mind must be guided
by the soul, and the soul being
the state of unconditional love, is
the real authentic self.
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He said that what we think about,
what we visualize, what we affirm,
what we feel about, and what
we take actions on from within,
becomes the things that become
without. That the inner most
dominant thought becomes our
outermost tangible reality. That
was the time when I realized that
our thoughts become things. And
that’s when I started to realize that
my life changed.
The trajectory of my life changed
the moment I realized that I had
the power of my perceptions,
my decisions, and my actions.
And with those three things, I
could change my reality. It had
nothing to do with the world on
the outside, and everything to do
with how I perceived the world on
the outside from within. And that
I could change that perception
at any time and create whatever
happens as on the way, not in the
way.
Brian: Fantastic. Let’s talk about
the movie, How Thoughts Become
Things. How did you get the
opportunity to be part of this?
Dr. John D: I had been in a series
of these types of documentaries
— I think we’ve done 42 now.
Doug Vermeeren, who’s the
producer, director, creator of this,
has invited me to be in a few of his
movies.
And it’s appropriate because I
have been working on that topic
and field for many years. He
wanted to interview me on that
and I’m blessed to be a part of it.
It’s a small part, but I’m grateful to
be in it. He’s created a number of
movies, and he sincerely wants to
get a message out to people that
they have the power to create a
change in their life.
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don’t fill our day with high priority
actions that inspire us, our days
are designed to fill up with low
priority distractions that don’t. The
symptomatology of when we’re
not living inspired is trying to
guide us back to priority. And so,
it’s us that’s making it.

I was invited to do that, and
so I love doing it. I can’t think
of anything else I’d rather
be doing than researching,
writing, traveling, teaching, and
sharing with people the inner
magnificence that they have, and
the outer magnificence that they
can create within your thoughts.
Brian: How is this movie different
from The Secret? You’ve been
in both of them, so you have a
unique perspective on this.
Dr. John D: Well, I think in a sense
it’s a sequel to it. It’s the next step,
next stage, so anybody who has
watched The Secret is going to
want to watch this.
But at the same time, it’s a little
bit more sophisticated in the
sense that all of the people who
are involved in it have evolved
also. So, we’ve got a more
sophisticated, more in depth,
more empowered, more accurate
and definitely enlivened piece of
work that’s coming out. I’m very
inspired to be part of that. It’s
been great.
Brian: Absolutely. How can we
program our brain for the things
that we really want?
Dr. John D: Well, our inner most
dominant thought becomes our
outermost tangible reality. If we
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

I love the question that Bill
Gates asks every day. “With the
resources I have right now, how
can I make the greatest difference
in the world for the greatest
number of people in the most
efficient, effective pathway in a
way that inspires me on a daily
basis?”
If I ask what is the one thing (as
Gary Keller says), the highest
priority thing that we can do that
makes the biggest difference and
the most effective and efficient
way — if we ask that every day
and stick to the highest priority
things, we maximize the power of
our thoughts and we accelerate
the creation of the things.
Brian: That’s wonderful. What
do you think is the role of
visualization in the whole creative
process?
Dr. John D: Well, any detail we
leave out of our vision is a detail
that other people implode in. And
what happens is we inject the
values of other people that cloud
the clarity of our own mission,
purpose, and vision when we
allow them to do it. So, it’s up to
us because nobody’s going to get
up in the morning and dedicate
their life to our fulfillment. It’s up
to us to get clear and concise
in our inner vision. Because our
innermost vision becomes our
outermost tangible reality.
We need to get really crystal
clear on the details for our vision
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— I’ve got 25 volumes of these
things in visual books that I have
exactly how I want my life. And
sometimes, I’ll spend three hours
on one paragraph on how I want
my life.
The master focuses on every finer
detail. And the more details you
have, the more concise, the more
certain, the more clear, the more
strategically planned you are, the
higher the probability that you get
what you set your mind to. Your
thoughts become things.
But if you let the world on the
outside infiltrate and inject the
values and opportunities to
distract you, you cloud the clarity
of the mission and the vision and
the thoughts that create things.
Brian: With the current
Coronavirus pandemic, there’s
a lot of groupthink going on. We
are all creating what our version
of reality is, and we all seem to
be doing it at the same time.
What are your impressions about
what’s going on and how thoughts
become things is impacted by
what we’re seeing around us right
now?
Dr. John D: Well, I quote St.
Corona and I know that’s
offending some people. I don’t
really care about it, because I
think that they have chosen to see
the doomsday.
St. Corona has done amazing
things. One, it dropped the market
and I bought a pile up of stocks
and everything. I’m going to
make a fortune out of it. Two, it’s
actually changing the pollution
level. Three, it’s getting people
together, it’s bringing creativity
together. It’s opening up doors,
it’s making people go online. We
have already accumulated 1,700

things that have been an upgrade
as a result of it.
So, if you choose to see all the
downsides of it, then you create
that reality. But if you choose to
see the upsides, then you create
another reality. I’ve been blessed
by it. I learned how to do a whole
bunch of programs online that
I haven’t been doing it because
I’ve been traveling extensively.
And now, I’m reaching people
that I wouldn’t be able to reach in
foreign countries.
As far as I’m concerned, there is
no downside without an upside.
There’s always both sides. And
wisdom is seeing both sides with
full consciousness instead of
being trapped in one sidedness.
Brian: And gratitude is a choice.
I think right now more than ever,
we’re seeing that. I know you are
huge with gratitude. We’ve talked
previously and you’ve got massive
gratitude journal that you do every
day and have done every day
for decades. How important has
gratitude been for you?
Dr. John D: I do that every day
because I learned from my mom
— I was born on Thanksgiving
Day. My mom gave me a little
message when I was four. She
says, “Make sure you count your
blessings because those that are
grateful for what they’ve got, they
get more to be grateful for.”
And the people who see things,

I would say from a theological
perspective — but the level
of the essence of our soul,
nothing’s missing because we’re
not judging. But the level of the
existence of our senses, things
appear to be missing. And the
things that appear to be missing
are the things we’re too proud or
too humble to admit what we see
in others inside ourselves.
And when we judge, we empty
our mind and we feel empty. But
when we love, we feel fulfilled.
That’s why if we only had 24 hours
to live, we’d go to the people who
contributed to our life and say,
“Thank you, I love you.”
That’s the fulfillment. If we have
gratitude every day and we think
about what we love, and we focus
and prioritize on what we love,
we have fulfillment and more
is given to us. Gratitude is the
key that opens up the gateway
to the heart. It’s the key to the
gateway where love comes out
and inspires the mind, enthuses
the body and brings certainty and
presence to creation.
Brian: Fantastic. Any final thoughts
as we close this out, John?
Dr. John D: I want to say that
without a doubt, our thoughts
become things. And our
innermost dominant thought
does become outermost tangible
reality. What we think about, we
do bring about.

The difference between the
victim of history and the master of
destiny is how thoughts become
things. That’s the thing that makes
the difference.
Brian: That is fantastic. Thank you
so much for being here, John. It
was an honor and a privilege to
talk to you.
Dr. John D: Yes, thank you so
much.

Dr. John Demartini is considered one of the
world’s leading authorities on human behavior
and personal development. He’s the founder
of Demartini Institute, a private research and
education organization with a curriculum of
over 72 courses covering multiple aspects of
human development.
His trademark methodologies and human
development; the Demartini Method
and Demartini Value Determination are
combinations of over 40 years of cross
disciplinary research and study and utilize in
all human development industries across the
world.
He travels all over the world where he shares
his research and findings in all markets
and sectors. He’s the author of over 40
books published in 29 different languages.
He’s produced over 60 CDs and DVDs
covering subjects such as development and
relationships, wealth, education and business.
And each program is designed to help assist
people to activate leadership and empower all
seven areas of their lives, including financial,
physical, mental, vocational, spiritual, family
and social.
He’s one of the featured experts in The Secret
and is also in the brand new will be called How
Thoughts Become Things.

I think this is a very important
message that Doug brings to the
world with movie, and I’m grateful
to be part of it. And I thank you for
helping us get some momentum
around it because sometimes
people are playing victims of
history and not realizing they
could be masters of destiny.
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THE NEUROSCIENCE
BEHIND THE LAW OF
ATTRACTION

John: The premise of The Secret
was think, believe, and you’ll
achieve, so it was based a little
bit on Napoleon Hill’s book, Think
and Grow Rich.

By Brian K. Wright

And then The Secret really took
it a little bit deeper into a visual
form that says that everything
that we have created since the
beginning of time started off
with somebody’s imagination
or idea. And Albert Einstein said
imagination is more powerful than
knowledge.

I had the honor of interviewing
John Assaraf, and we discussed
How Thoughts Become Things,
why the Law Of Attraction doesn’t
seem to work for everyone, and
much more!
Brian: Thank you so much for
being here, John. Did you envision
way back then that you’d be
where you are today?
John: Oh my, I don’t think I
envisioned what I am doing
today. But I did envision being
successful somehow. I had no
idea how to do it. I didn’t have
the beliefs that I really could do it
because I didn’t do well in school
when I was a kid. I failed English,
I failed Math and failed Chemistry
to name a few.
I didn’t know how, I didn’t know
when, but I knew something
within me wanted to be
successful.
Brian: Let’s talk about the movie
How Thoughts Become Things.
What exactly is this about?
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Whether we’re trying to colonize
Mars or whether we’re trying
to come up with a cure for
Coronavirus, or a cure for cancer,
or a new technology, somebody is
thinking, “How can I do this?”
The premise is thoughts that are
acted upon can become things.
Thoughts on their own do not
become things.
Brian: I love that you drew the
distinction of action because The
Secret didn’t really talk about that.
In fact, I’ve talked with different
people in the movie who said
they edited that out. Is that a more
active component in this movie?
John: Absolutely. If you go back
to the Law Of Attraction, the
last six letters of attraction are
action. And the work that I do
around the neuroscience and
neuropsychology of behavior and
performance, shows that yes, you
have to have the right thoughts.
Yes, they have to have the
emotions that fire you up to want
to do something. But you’ve got to
be in action to achieve a result.
And when you take the right
actions in the right order, then the
chances to create predictable
success is augmented
dramatically versus somebody
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who may just think, hope, and
pray. I think thinking, hoping, and
praying is great. But without taking
action, chances are that you’re not
going to achieve the success that
you want.
Brian: Are there other reasons
why the Law Of Attraction
doesn’t seem to work for people
sometimes?
John: Yes, because I think people
have a misunderstanding of
what the Law Of Attraction is.
And unfortunately, in the movie
and through what some other
teachers are teaching, the Law
Of Attraction is like a magnet
where you have this idea and then
somehow it’s magnetized to you—
as opposed to thinking about you
being energy, which we know
everything’s made up of energy.
Think about how a tuning fork
works. If you’re into music, if you
have a tuning fork and you hit, for
example, the A440 key on your
piano, how is it that the tuning
fork starts to move and vibrate in
your hand? Or how is it that you
can have somebody who’s got
an incredible vocal range, they
can hit a certain pitch, and 10 or
15 feet away the chandelier starts
to move even though there isn’t a
string holding them together?
The answer is things that resonate
make each other known to
each other. They don’t attract
like a magnet. If you take a look
at how a magnet works, if you
take positive and positive, it
actually repels. So, it’s a positive
and negative that creates that
attraction force.
And so, there’s a misconception
around the Law Of Attraction. If
you think positive thoughts, you’re
going to attract positive things.
And the way it really works is

when you get into resonance, into
harmony with your thoughts, your
emotions, and your behaviors,
that alignment creates that
vibrational force. And as you
are moving towards that thing
that you want, that thing is also
vibrating at the same frequency
as you are in, therefore it makes
itself known to you.
Brian: That’s awesome. So how
exactly do thoughts become
things?
John: Well, first and foremost, if
we understand a little bit about
the brain—our brain produces
neurochemicals that causes our
body to vibrate and oscillate at
certain frequencies; whether it’s a
frequency of happiness, sadness,
love, shame, guilt or fear — those
are all vibrational frequencies in
our bodies.
And we are able to use this
electromagnetic switching
station called our brain to be
able to formulate an idea, any
idea using our imagination. So,
we take cells and we create an
image in our brain. Those images
create the neurochemicals
that are associated with those
neurochemicals. Which then
means that the hundred trillion
cells in my body are vibrating and
oscillating at the frequency of that
image. That’s part one.
Part two: now when we get into,
“What can I do to achieve this
goal, this vision, this dream? What
tools, what technologies, what
combination of things can I put
together? Who has an answer
to this? What people or what
products, services, people, tools
or resources can we either create
or come up with to take this
image that I have in my brain and
make it a reality?”

So, it’s the very act of using our
imagination and focusing on it
over and over again until we find a
solution or a way, is us using this
brain of ours to its fullest capacity.
Brian: Great. So how can we
program our brain for the things
that we really want?
John: Great question. The first
thing to understand is there’s a
part of our brain that is called
the conscious mind. And the
conscious mind means that we
can consciously choose what we
want. We can say, “I want this and
I don’t want that.”
We can use our conscious mind
to imagine an end-result. Whether
it’s a new physique we want,
whether it’s a lover we want,
whether it’s a business we want or
an accomplishment that we want
— we can imagine it. And then we
can use our muscles in our brain,
our neuro muscles (I call them) to
actually take action towards those
results. So that’s part one.
But we also know that it’s our
subconscious mind that is actually
processing all of the input that’s
coming in from the external
world. It’s causing us to behave
automatically based on our habits.
And so, our habits are going to
determine how we think. It’s going
to determine the thoughts that
percolate up into our brain, it’s
going to determine our emotions.
But our habits drive our behavior.
And so, the way that we achieve
new goals is we take a new
amount of income that we want to
earn, a new body that we want to
have, a new relationship that we
want to have.
And if every day, we took the
image or the idea that we
had consciously and we just
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sat quietly every day and we
visualized us having it, we
visualized and emotionalized
us feeling great about it — we
saw ourselves taking action, we
saw the effects that it had in our
families and the people that we’re
surrounded, in our communities
— as soon as we start to impress
that image into our subconscious
mind, we’re now activating a
variety of different neural circuits
in our brain; the motivational
circuit, the motor cortex, the
genius Einstein part of our brain
that can help us learn how to
achieve it.
When we activate the genius
parts of our brain and we impress
that into the subconscious mind,
the images, now we’re able to
be in vibrational frequency with
what we want. Now, we’re going
to figure out the emotions of that
achievement, which makes us
feel good. And that means that
we’re going to be motivated and
we’re going to take action towards
those goals and dreams.
Brian: Fantastic. What are your
thoughts on what’s going on
right now with the Coronavirus
pandemic and how that relates to
this particular topic?
John: Great question. When we
understand the brain a little bit
better, there are some basic
fundamentals. Number one is
our brain is focusing on survival
above all else. Number two, it’s
focusing on avoidance of pain
or discomfort. Number three, it’s
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trying to save energy and number
four, it’s trying to have fun and
gain pleasure.
Let’s take number one. Right now,
every human being that’s alive,
their life is at risk. So that means
that our brain is going to be on
a high alert, stress alert state,
and that’s going to cause us to
mentally not have confidence,
mentally not have certainty,
mentally have unpredictability
which causes further stress.
When we’re mentally, emotionally
and in our cases today, financially
strained for a lot of people, now
we have a brain in stress. And a
brain in stress is going to activate
the fear center. And most people
don’t know how to have their
mental control and emotional
control, and they’re not experts
at earning money and managing
their money wisely in these times.
What happens is they react
abruptly instead of learning how
to manage and master their
mindset and emotions and focus.
And so there’s two parts of the
brain I always like to talk about:
the Einstein part of the brain that
can do exactly what I just said,
and the Frankenstein part of the
brain that actually does what most
people are doing right now, and
that is being in a state of doubt
and fear and uncertainty and
panic.

about your thoughts and if they’re
constructive, keep them, if they’re
destructive, just choose to release
them. If they empower you, have
more of them. If they disempower
you, choose to release them.
They are yours and your thoughts
are percolating up from your
subconscious mind, and a lot of it
is going to be negative thoughts
that are there somehow, and
guess what your job is? Let them
go like a hot air balloon flying in
the sky.
Brian: Thank you for being here,
John. This was really fun.
John: Thank you so much.

John Assaraf is one of the leading mindset
and behavior experts in the world. He’s built
five multimillion dollar companies, written
two New York Times bestselling books, has
been featured in nine movies, including the
blockbuster hit The Secret and Quest for
Success with Richard Branson and the Dalai
Lama.
Today, he’s the founder and CEO of NeuroGym,
a company dedicated to using the most
advanced technologies and evidence-based
brain training methods to help individuals
unleash their fullest potential, and maximize
the results. He’s also in the new movie How
Thoughts Become Things.

Brian: That’s awesome. Any final
thoughts as we close this out,
John?
John: Yes. Thoughts are super
important and you own your
brain. You’re not your brain, you
own your brain. There’s a huge
difference between thoughts
and thinking. I want you to think
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CHOOSING TO BE HAPPY
EVEN IN TOUGH TIMES

who stumbles into money, can
lose it all. And they say, “I knew it
was too good to be true.”

By Brian K. Wright

Brian: Right. How exactly do
thoughts become things?
Dr. Karen: Your thoughts literally
change the chemical makeup
within your body. It changes the
neuropeptides. They connect to
your cells, they connect to your
genes. They actually modify your
genes and they modify your cells.

I had the honor of interviewing
Dr. Karen Perkins and we talked
about the movie How Thoughts
Become Things, creating your
reality, and more.
Brian: Welcome Dr. Karen! Tell us
about this movie How Thoughts
Become Things.
Dr. Karen: Well, The Secret is the
Law Of Attraction and it gives
you the what and the why, but
not the how. You have to change
your thoughts, and it really comes
down to the way you feel and
think about things, as well as the
actions that you take because of
that.
You think about people who
are really wealthy because they
know they should be — they
can lose everything and almost
immediately rebuild and have it all
again. But somebody who doesn’t
believe they should be wealthy,

And your body reacts according
to the negative or positive that’s
connected to those cells and
the genes. And so medically,
scientifically, it’s impossible not
to react that way because they
are connected. But what happens
is your thoughts posts through
the amygdala — little itty-bitty
thing about the size of a pinhead.
And the amygdala assigns it this
emotion and physical reaction.
And then we behave according to
that physical reaction.
What most women understand
is you have the same physical
reaction for opposite emotions.
You’re scared or you’re excited,
same thing. Scared — knots
in your stomach; excited —
butterflies. You’re scared, your
heart pounds — you’re excited,
your heart pounds. You get the
idea. And we behave accordingly.
And, when my heart is pounding,
I instantly tell myself, “Oh, I’m
excited” because my body doesn’t
know and my brain doesn’t know
the difference between makebelieve and reality. And your
subconscious is such a profound
protector of you.
If you say something and you
believe it, your subconscious
mind will find a way to make it
happen. If you say, “Oh, it’s never
19

going to work,” that subconscious
mind is going to go out and find
all the things that support that it’ll
never work.
If you say, “I’m going to be happy
even in this bad situation,” your
subconscious mind says, “Okay,
you have a heavy heart. But this is
good, that is good. You can still be
happy.”
And that’s its job. Its job is to go
out and find the things that you
think and you believe. And when
you think things are going to be
okay, even if the whole situation
doesn’t change, the fact is you
see the things that make it the
possibility to be okay so that you
can draw them to you and you
can be drawn to it. And others
react to you according to the
energy you put out because of
what you’re thinking.
Brian: In your experience, how
can we program our brain for the
things that we really want?
Dr. Karen: Well, it’s not enough
to say, “I’m going to have,” and it’s
not enough to halfway believe.
You’ve got to really sit down and
be absorbed in it.
My friend and I were talking about
this the other day and when she
was a little girl, she was sitting on
a swing set. She was having her
make-believe playtime, and she
believed she had a home on the
beach.
As she sat there, she could feel
the moisture of the salt air and
the light breeze on her skin. She
could literally hear the waves.
She became immersed in all the
things that happened. And all of
her life, she wanted a house on
the beach. And now, she had four
opportunities in six months and
she’s got a house in Hawaii on the
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

beach. It just happened, it just fell
into her lap, but she did it.
Brian: She created that.
Dr. Karen: Yes, but it’s not enough
to say, “I believe it.” You’ve got
to feel it with your whole being.
Thoughts are energy, and that
energy goes out, and it fills that
void that you need filled.
Brian: How do you view the idea
of thoughts becoming things
within the backdrop of what we’re
going through right now?
Dr. Karen: I know without any
doubt that some of the people
who have died from the virus,
have died because they believed
they were going to and not
because of the virus itself. I know
there are people who have died
that didn’t test positive and you
won’t hear it in the media. But they
believed they were going to die
from it, and so they did.
And then there were those
who said, “I haven’t had time to

reconnect with my family or reevaluate the way I work for my
customers. I haven’t had time to
take a moment to breathe.”
They’re looking at this as the
best of times. And for me, it’s the
best of times. Have I had to redo
everything I’m doing? Absolutely.
Have I lost money because of
it? Absolutely. And some people
have lost family and loved ones
because of it. But, you can have
a heavy heart and choose to be
happy.
Those that choose to be happy,
continue to find the miracles and
things to be happy for. They’re
the ones who are still getting
business somehow and finding
ways to help others, and they’re
developing this karma that will
come back to them 100-fold.
Brian: Do you have any final
thoughts you’d like to share
before we close it out?

daily affirmation. Start with, “I repel
all negativeness of my own end
of others.” And watch how people
change the way they behave
when they’re in your presence.
Your thoughts create the energy
that determines how people treat
you, because it actually talks to
their energy.
Brian: Awesome. Thank you for
being here, Dr. Karen.
Dr. Perkins is an engaging international
speaker, internal reset expert, a bestselling
author, a highly sought after business leader
and consultant in both private and public
sectors.
For over 20 years, she’s counseled and taught
organizations, groups and individuals, giving
them the keys to personal and organizational
growth and how to recognize and fulfill their
own immeasurable potential. Dr. Perkins
spent over two decades as a business leader,
consultant, keynote speaker, and has mentored
and taught over 500,000 people worldwide to
positively improve.
By following her advice and guidelines,
thousands have improved work performance,
their company’s bottom line and their own
wellbeing.

Dr. Karen: Spend your time
thinking positive things. Have your
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FINDING JOY WHEN
THINGS GO WRONG
By Brian K. Wright

from our own lives, but from
generational experiences that
we’ve had and belief systems that
we’ve encountered. It’s all about
how to utilize that knowledge to
shift our thoughts and begin to
manifest what we want in our life.
Brian: How did the opportunity
to be in How Thoughts Become
Things come to you?

I had the pleasure of interviewing
Meagan Fettes recently, and
we talked about a lot of things,
including the relationship
between joy and the thoughts
we think, programing our brain
for what we want, the role of
visualization in the creative
process, and more.
Brian: Welcome, Meagan! You are
the joy coach. Tell us about that.
Meagan: Absolutely. Joy to me is
the highest vibration that we can
be in as human beings. And when
we can access joy from within,
not necessarily looking outside
of ourselves to gain it, then
everything else in our life naturally
shifts.
It’s similar to that of the gratitude
effect. As soon as we can find
something to be grateful for, it
attracts more of that.
Brian: Tell us what that’s about.
Meagan: It’s all about diving into
where our thoughts are designed
from. As we know, we’re beings of
patterns. Patterns not necessarily

Meagan: Doug and I had met
a couple of years back and he
was doing an event in Calgary
for the Personal Power Mastery. I
was invited to the event with my
publisher and through his talk,
he had started sharing a little bit
more about the movie. We sat
down shortly after that event and I
shared with him my teachings and
what I do. He said it was in total
alignment with what he wanted to
bring forward with this movie.
It’s great to see this kind of
teaching come forward at this
caliber because I think there are
a lot of actionable tools from this
movie that people are going to
gain and see a massive difference
in their lives.
The Secret was the start. It woke
people up to the idea that what
we focus on, we create in our
lives. And it was like unfolding that
power, that magic that we have
within ourselves. Whereas How
Thoughts Become Things is diving
into more of the implementation.
We know that we have this power,
but how do we utilize it?
Brian: That’s awesome. So how
exactly do thoughts become
things?
Meagan: Thoughts themselves
don’t necessarily become things.
It’s the repeated thoughts that
we manifest as well as what
we attach feelings to. A fleeting
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thought won’t manifest.
If we drop it down into our heart,
if we start to feel it and imagine
it, and start to put a lot of focus
into it—and that can be both for
positive or negative — then we
begin to cultivate it and create it
into our reality.
Brian: What is the relationship
between our thoughts and how
we experience joy in our lives?
Meagan: Thoughts are often
repeated. My best example of this
is when you start to think about
something on a regular basis, you
start to see it and look for it. It’s a
natural shift that happens in our
brain. What we look for, we find.
If we’re looking for joy, then we’ll
see more joy.
Brian: How can we program our
things for the things that we really
want?
Meagan: You start focusing on
the things that you really want.
Our natural mindset goes towards
the negative unless we actually
put the work in. That’s where a
lot of people struggle. We think,
“Oh, if I think about this one time,
it’s going to happen.” And then it
doesn’t and people lose interest.
So, mindset is like flexing a
muscle. We have to constantly
be putting effort into shifting
what we focus on—focusing on
the wants, desires, and the true
things that bring us joy. Then as
soon as we continuously do that,
it’s like a seed. You might not
see the shifting happen on the
external side for a while because
everything’s happening internally.
Then usually after about 21 days,
all of a sudden, things will start to
break open and you’ll start to see
things in the external.
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Brian: What is the role of
visualization in the creative
process?
Meagan: Visualization is our super
power, and it’s amazing how often
we forget to use it. The really
powerful aspects of visualization
come through feeling. When we
can actually begin to imagine
what it would look like to be in
possession of what we want, or
to be living the life that we really
want, that’s great. But we have
to bring it into the feeling piece
because that’s actually where the
subconscious mind can attach to
it. That’s where it begins to feel
like reality.

Meagan Fettes is the founder of the RISE
Entrepreneur Center and you’ve been studying
and teaching the workings of our minds and
emotions for the last 15 years. She works with
people to understand how to utilize the 12
universal laws to support their mindset. While
using universal laws, you help people come into
alignment with themselves and create success
in all areas of their life with ease.
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Brian: Yeah, that’s fantastic. You
mentioned gratitude a little while
ago, and I want to come to that
because that’s one of my favorite
topics. How important is gratitude
in this whole creation process?
Meagan: It’s a necessity. Because
when we show gratitude, it’s
an expanded emotion. It’s an
expanded feeling. It allows us
to actually tap into who we truly
are at the very foundation of our
being, the true potential and the
true connection that we have with
ourselves and with source or spirit
or the universe, whatever you
want to call it. But it’s an energy
that connects us.
Brian: Thank you so much for
being here. This was terrific!

www.winitminute.com
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DEALING WITH STRESS
AND DEVELOPING
POSITIVE SELF-TALK
By Brian K. Wright

Dr. Marina: It’s about the power of
your mind, the power of our mind
and our thinking. I love that project
because we all know about The
Secret — it’s a hit movie. It’s a must
see in the industry.
And this movie has been defined
as the sequel to The Secret. And
the main reason in my opinion is
that The Secret wasn’t explaining
how things were happening.
And in How Thoughts Become
Things, we give the audience our
perspective on the “how.”
Brian: How did this opportunity
come to you? I always love asking
people this question when they
get to take part in things like this.

I got to interview Dr. Marina
Bruni recently, and we had a fun
conversation about How Thoughts
Become Things, attracting what
you want, developing positive
self-talk, dealing with stress, and
more.
Brian: Welcome, Marina! What is
your big “why?” Your big reason
why you do what you do?

Dr. Marina: This was a blessing,
a gift from the universe because
I wasn’t looking for it. I met
Douglas Vermeeren a year ago
at a speaking event. And then
he invited me to a number of his
events he was holding in London.
We kept in touch and started
talking, and he mentioned this
project to me, and he was so
excited about it.

Dr. Marina: I want to leave a
legacy and make an impact. I
want to help people have a better
life, a better business, a better
understanding of their power
because we are all creators. We
can create the reality that we want.
It’s just a matter of believing in that
and nurturing our skills.

He described the mission and I
told him, “It sounds exciting and
it’s very much in line with what I
teach.” I teach right brain-left brain
integration. Then he told me, “You
have to be in the movie.”

And, of course, having the right
mentor is important because
sometimes it can be tricky out
there. I want to make a difference
because we all deserve prosperity
and abundance in all areas of life,
and it’s out there for us.

Dr. Marina: Our brain is very
powerful. We think an average
of 70,000 thoughts per day,
consciously or unconsciously.
Now, the majority of these
thoughts are recurring thoughts
and they also run in the
background. That happens when
you are on automatic pilot. You still
have thoughts going on in your
head.

Brian: Tell us about the movie
How Thoughts Become Things.

Brian: Great. How exactly do
thoughts become things?
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Now those thoughts are somehow
reflecting what your beliefs are,
what your subconscious tells your
mind to think about it. And these
thoughts clearly send a signal out
there because we are energy—we
are pure energy, frequencies, and
vibrations. And our thoughts are
the same thing because it’s an
energetic impulse that begins in
our brain.
We send out a signal that vibrates
at a given frequency. Now,
depending on what kinds of
thought we think at the time, the
frequency of that thought changes
because not all the thoughts have
the same frequency.
And of course, every time we
send out a signal (and we do
this all the time, consciously or
unconsciously), the universe
responds back to us with the
same frequency that we have sent
out.
I often have conversations with
either my students or other
people, especially when they’re
complaining that the so-called
Law Of Attraction doesn’t work.
I always say to them, “The Law
Of Attraction works all the time
because it’s a law, it works. And
what you have in your life, in your
business around you, is there
because you’ve attracted it. The
fact that you don’t like the result
is another story. But that’s got
nothing to do with the process
because the process works. If you
don’t get what you really want, it’s
because you are sending out the
wrong instructions.
Brian: That’s interesting. And you
have to operate on the same
frequency as the thing that you
want or it’s not going to happen.
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Dr. Marina: Exactly. And that’s a
very tricky point because I have
noticed that most of the time
when people put thought energy
into the universe, instead of
focusing on what they want, they
focus on what they don’t want—
or they’re sending out mixed
messages.
And so, if the message that you
send out is not coherent (and
when I say coherent, I mean
energetically coherent), it’s not
going to get the answer that you
want because the universe is not
going to detect that frequency.
Brian: That’s true. We have to
program our brains to be on the
frequency of the things that we
want. So how can we program our
brain for that?
Dr. Marina: That’s an amazing
question. First of all, we have to
make sure that we are vibrating
at a high enough frequency. And
rather than brain, I would use
the word “mind.” Because mind
is more comprehensive. Brain is
the organ. Mind is the activity of
the brain. It’s what the brain does,
basically.
First, the most important thing is
about creating coherence. What
that means is being absolutely
clear in the signal that you sent
out, and vibrating at the same
frequencies of the thing which I
want to attract. And in order to do
that, of course, it’s an inner work.
It’s a big inner work.
And that’s one of the challenges I
sometimes have with my students,
and with people in general.
Because everybody thinks and
hopes that it’s like switching a
switch, a main switch of the light
and they can start attracting things
like that from one day to another.
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But in reality, it’s a process.
Because in order to get yourself
to higher vibrational frequencies,
first of all, you have to make
sure that you create coherence
within you. And that means to
remove all blockage that you
have accumulated in your life
since when you were born. And
also making sure that all the
programs that running out in
your subconscious are the right
programs.
So, it’s a deep work of basically
reprogramming yourself. The
analogy that comes to my mind is
like software for a computer. You
have to program it in the right way
to make it do what it is that you
want.
Brian: Yes, absolutely. I would
love to talk about having healthy
self-talk because we do have a lot
of thoughts going on in our head
like you mentioned earlier. How do
we channel those thoughts and
speak to ourselves in a healthy,
productive way?
Dr. Marina: First of all, the key
rule here is always be gentle
with yourself and always love
yourself. So never say things like,
“Oh, I’m so stupid. I should have
known better. I knew I was going
to do that.” We are very harsh on
ourselves.
And that shows within us and
outside us because it has an
impact on what I call coherence.
You cannot create coherence if
you’re not in tune with yourself, if
you’re not united with your inner
self, with your inner power. And if
you bully yourself in your self-talk,
you’re never going to get there.
Brian: Where does stress come
from, and what are some of your
best strategies for dealing with
that?
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Dr. Marina: It’s a great question
and it’s very current at the
moment. I define myself as a
stress specialist, having worked as
a lawyer for more than 20 years.
So, I’ve experienced a lot of it.
Basically, stress is the
physiological response of our
body to a lot of tension and
pressure. And when you can’t
handle it, it goes in a fight or flight
mode and you start releasing
cortisol and adrenaline.
It’s very important that we give
ourselves time to recover. When
you find yourself in a situation
with a lot of stress or anxiety,
where you cannot think clearly,
just take a moment and focus on
your breath. Don’t emphasize your
breath. Just put your attention to
it for three or five breaths and you
will calm down. It will calm your
mind. It will ground you and will
feel much better.
Brian: Fantastic. Thank you so
much for being here, Marina.

Dr Marina Bruni, aka The Global Brain
Activation Strategist, is a lawyer, trainer, and
international speaker who specialises in brain
integration strategies. She gives her students
the keys to unlock creative solutions to the
problems they’re facing.
Dr Marina is featured as one of the Global
Thought Leaders in the movie How Thoughts
Become Things, produced by Douglas
Vermeeren, alongside big names from the hit
movie The Secret.
As dual qualified lawyer with over two
decades of experience in the financial services
industry, Dr Marina has seen the destructive
consequences of poor choices. She is on a
mission to empower men and women to use
her proven method to make the right choice
with ease. Every time.
Dr Marina is a Master in Neuro-Linguistic and
Energy; speaks four languages; and loves dark
chocolate and travelling the globe.
Contact details: marina@marinabruni.com
www.marinabruni.com

3 MORNING RITUALS FROM AN ENTREPRENEUR
OF INFLUENCE THAT YOU’VE NEVER HEARD
By Douglas Vermeeren
How you start your day will
generally dictate the results
you will create throughout the
day. And your first activities of
the day will generally create
the momentum for the rest of
your day. Therefore, if you are to
be an effective entrepreneur of
influence your activities must be
planned and achieved carefully.
Often times, people cite ideas
such as get up early, exercise, eat
a healthy breakfast, or don’t start
by checking emails as a proper
beginning to the day. While some
of these ideas are useful, they are
only an incomplete view of what
the top business leaders do.
There are many well-intentioned
materials out there which share
these ideas. But when you as an
entrepreneur get out there and
wonder why you’re not seeing
the same success, it becomes
evident there are many powerful
activities that are missing.
These missing rituals will make
a massive difference in your
ability to succeed and grow your
business.
As I had the chance to conduct
first-hand and in-person
interviews with more than 400 of
the world’s top business leaders,
I found some interesting patterns
emerge in their morning rituals.
These were people who create
multi-national brands worth
millions and billions of dollars.
However, these are real results
driven ideas that will help the
small business and entrepreneur
create more power and results in
their day.

If you would like to be an
Entrepreneur of Influence, you
will need to add these activities to
your day as well.
I would like to share three things
that I observed top business
people do in their morning rituals
that no one else is talking about.
1) Activities And Objectives
Each morning they review their
activities for that day and consider
the objectives of those activities.
Top business leaders recognize
that their most important asset
is time, and the best way to use
that time is to create specific
outcomes. They don’t simply
review their schedule nor make
a to-do list. The business leaders
that I observed also identified
which of these activities could
be delegated or removed from
their schedule if they did not
solve a purpose. Going into
these activities with purpose also
made everything more effective.
Meetings were shorter and more
precise. Telephone calls or visits
with clients, team members,
or others had stronger results
and higher levels of outcomes
were produced. Finding purpose
also helped in establishing
boundaries around things that
were important and protected the
business leaders from distraction,
time wasting interruptions, and
unplanned emergencies.
As I had taught this first strategy
to this in our Entrepreneur of
Influence Business training
programs, we have seen
individuals increase their profits
and effectiveness by upwards of
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167%. When you recognize the
real return on the activities you are
allowing in your daily activities,
you start giving your focus where
it will reward you the most.
2) Review And Consider
Expenditures And Purchases You’ve probably heard that if most
businesses struggle, especially in
their start up phases, it will be with
cash management. What I have
observed with new entrepreneurs
is that they generally lack the
insight or the discipline to know
how to manage cash flow. Most
purchases happen with the
same impulse buying practices
they have experienced in their
personal lives. As a result, most
of the purchases to grow their
business are generally not well
thought out or considered. When
it comes to cash management,
most entrepreneurs need to slow
down and be more careful.
The top business leaders that I
observed generally have some
rules set up around spending.
For purchases under a certain
amount of money directives were
given, especially if spending was
delegated to other people as
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well. For expenses over a certain
amount, more thought was
required. In some cases where
multiple individuals were involved
or the companies were larger,
purchases need to be approved
by a group.
Even if you are a solopreneur or
small business, you need to have
spending considerations as part
of your morning rituals. You need
to know ahead of time each day
what you have to spend, what you
would possibly spend it on, for
what purpose you would spend
it on. In addition, you need to
consider careful exceptions to the
rules you set up in case anything
special or necessary appears that
you didn’t think of.
Where possible, you should also
slow down your spending process
and be more considerate of every
purchase you will make.
I want to share a caution
here, however. I see many
entrepreneurs react in selfdamaging ways when this
principle is shared. When they
hear about morning cash flow
planning like we are talking about
here, it is naturally to look for ways
to stop spending all together. That
is not what I am saying. There are
many things you should and must
buy if you want your business
to thrive and survive. What I am
talking about is finding more
purpose behind the things you
buy. Strengthen your business
through correct purchases that
are better considered.
3) Preparation - The final
activity that I would like to share
is preparation. Top business
leaders spend a great deal of
their morning in preparation for
everything that must follow in
the day. If you have a meeting
with a client during the day, you
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should return to your notes and
the objectives for that meeting. If
you have to speak with a supplier
or a distributor, you should do the
same. Every meeting, training,
interview, or interaction should be
reviewed and your preparation
should be revisited. In business
you can never prepare enough.
Your performance and your profits
will always be a reflection of your
preparation.
If you will add these three
deliberate activities to your
morning rituals you will see
improvements in the clarity in your
business and your profits.
Over the last two decades, Douglas Vermeeren
has conducted extensive first hand research
into the lives of the world’s top achievers. He
has the success strategies of top business
leaders from Nike, Reebok, Fruit of the Loom,
FedEx, KFC, United Airlines, Microsoft, Disney,
and others to share with you. ABC television
and FOX Business refer to him as the modern
day Napoleon Hill. He has authored 3 books
in the Guerrilla Marketing series, and is the
CEO of Entrepreneur Influence. He is a regularly
featured expert on FOX, CNN, ABC, NBC, CTV,
CBC, The Huffington Post, NY Daily News, and
others.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
OPTIMISM DURING
DIFFICULT TIMES
By Gloria Petersen

There is no side-stepping the
difficulties people must endure
during this time. It takes grit,
optimism, and a plan to get
beyond setbacks. Focus on
what you can do to make your
life better. The pendulum does
swing, and things will get back
to normal; however, it will be a
different kind of normal, and it will
take patience. Take this downtime to reflect, get closer to family
members and special friends, and
build virtual relationships.
In my effort to find something
optimistic to reflect on during a
time filled with coronavirus doom,
I came across an article that is
timely by Beverly BeuermannKing. She has done an excellent
job of identifying all the important
components of “Optimism,” in her
article, “Being Optimistic Takes
Work.”
As for me, I am using my self-

quarantine time to learn new
technologies (e.g., how to develop
my own podcast, design YouTube
channels, get creative with
Instagram, and finish my fifth
book). As an author, speaker,
and trainer, this is the best way
for me to keep my work viable
and stay positive. By coincidence
(or not), my fifth book is all about
grit, confidence, and wisdom. Talk
about timing! This book has been
in the works for three years now
and now is the time.
Plus, I’m looking for ways to
help family members by sharing
foods supplies and revisiting
my sewing machine to make
face masks. Hobbies I placed on
the back burner are now on the
front burner to offer me another
distraction. It’s important to have
a sense of accomplishment!
Whether it is creative cooking,
enjoying a hobby, doing yard
work, home-schooling your
children, digging through age
old boxes of stuff, or creating
new interests, it makes the day
go faster and keeps you in an
optimistic mindset.

others. Avoid conversations
around political points of view or
other topics that are controversial
and feeds on pessimism. Focus
instead on news that involves
“acts of kindness” and shares the
“the strength of the human spirit.”
The human spirit is a powerful gift!
Engage it to the best of your
ability.
Gloria Petersen, founder and president of
Global Protocol Academy, is an author,
trainer, and speaker on Professional Presence,
Business Etiquette and Protocol. Her four-book
series, “The Art of Professional Connections,”
and SME training modules represent her 30+
year legacy. Gloria is currently working on her
fifth book, which guides you on how to land
on your feet no matter by turning obstacles
into opportunities! For information about her
books, training, and seminars, visit Gloria@
GloriaPetersen.com or email direct: gloria@
gloriapetersen.com .

Yes, things are hard! Realize that
it is not just about you. It is about
everyone around you! Be the
example to follow by inspiring
27
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STOP WISHING. START
COOKING!
By Steve Gamlin

at one time, many years ago.
And then, other than the DJ
business...I blew it all up in a fit of
exhaustion, frustration, and lack of
communication.
Then I met Coach Dan.
Our conversations still echo in my
mind.
Many of them revolved around
The Secret, the concepts of the
Law of Attraction, Visualization,
and the importance of being
magnetic.
In the DVD, which I have watched
so many times that I swear you
can see through it, there are many
people who shared their takes
and tips on the concept.

“Have you ever heard of The
Secret?”
That was the question from
‘Coach Dan’, who had just
volunteered to test-drive his
newly-acquired Life Coaching
certificate on my still-smoking,
recently-demolished heap of a
life.
Steve Gamlin:
Human Guinea Pig.
Experimental Subject.
Crash Test Dummy.
At the time, I’d essentially plunked
myself in a burn-barrel of scrap
lumber filled with burning embers,
the ashes of what had been a
pretty successful life for more
than a decade.
I’d followed my dream of being in
the radio industry.
Fell in love and got married.
Started my own DJ business.
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The one who created the longestlasting impact on my life is John
Assaraf, whose message about
Vision Boards was actually one
of the shortest segments of the
production.
The Secret is dripping with gold
nuggets from so many people,
but this one landed on the tip of
my boot...and I put it to work.
In the film, John discussed how he
had constructed a Vision Board
several years prior, packed them
away during a move and then,
while explaining the concept to
his young son, realized something
pretty amazing had happened in
his life.
I won’t ruin the surprise here.
It’s worth watching.
What has grated on my brain all
these years, though, is a concept
that continues to float around,
which states that if you ‘wish’ for
something...it will be yours.
I may have actually believed that
28

It’s an expression that may sound
cute when being read from a
fortune cookie, but real life isn’t
baked into in a stale strip (how
old are those things, anyway?) of
folded dough.
Somewhere in the recipe for
success is a plethora of additional
ingredients, such as:
- a dash of awareness
- a pinch of positivity
- a smidgen of opportunity
- a heaping helping of action!
Too many people are out there
staring at this Crock-Pot of Life,
expecting it to dole out the
deliciousness on its own, over
time or, even worse...instantly.
It just doesn’t work that way.
If left to its own devices, will the
universe deliver things to your
door?
Sure will.
Some will make you smile.
Others will more closely resemble
flaming bags of dog poop.
Want to increase the odds of
receiving more positive deposits
on your front porch?
Stop the wishing.
Stop the hoping.
Start the DOING!

This can all take a while, which
may explain who so many fortune
cookies are stale by the time we
get the good news.
Here is an example from my own
life:
2007: set goal to submit a chapter
to Chicken Soup for the Soul series
and meet my hero, Jack Canfield.
- submitted chapter, got rejected
2015: heard Jack would be the
main presenter at that year’s
‘Women Inspiring Women’
Conference in Manchester, NH
(near my home)
That short segment from The
Secret featuring John Assaraf has
tattooed itself on my soul.
I latched onto it, dug even more
deeply into the understanding
of how the Law of Attraction
operates, and have been
consistently manifesting ever
since.
Does that mean that no flaming
bags have wound up on my
porch?
Not at all.
The law is not absolute.
And I am not a perfect magnet.
But the lessons I acquired in The

•

invested in a vendor table
to promote my Vision Board
Mastery program (released
that day)

•

event host instructed us to “Go
introduce yourself to someone
whom you’ve never met.”

Here’s what I have learned:

•

Between the initial ‘wish’ of a goal
or desired outcome come things
like:

the person next to me tapped
my shoulder, pointed and said:
“Hey, there’s Jack Canfield!”

•

voice in my head: “Well...I’ve
never met Jack Canfield”

•

approached him with a
handshake, thanked him for
inspiring me to be the type of
speaker I am, and mentioned
my program

•

Jack handed me his card and
asked: “Will you send me a
copy?”

•

during his second presentation

Secret led to creating my ‘Vision
Board Mastery/Engaging Your
WHY’ audio learning program,
fleshed out by my trials and
tribulations along the way...and
there were many.

- Choice of Attitude
- Belief in Self
- Understanding my WHY
- Recognition of Opportunity
- Taking of Action
- Trying and Failing
- Dogged Determination
- Frequent Adjustments
- Eventual Success
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•

that day: he mentioned me,
and my program, from the
stage

Some tasted bland, some bitter.
More than one soufflé has been
transformed into a deflated mess.

Afterward, several friends
referred to my good fortune as
‘lucky’.

But I just keep planning, acting,
believing...and cooking.

I am thankful to those who have
guided my kitchen creations over
the years, from Coach Dan and
John Assaraf...to people just like
you.

Some kitchen tips for you:

Pull up a seat.

•

Let’s eat.

I just smiled...because I know the
real recipe.
Welcome to my kitchen.
We make delicious things happen
here.
Has every dish I’ve dreamed up
had a taste that made me smile?
No.
I’ve burned a few meals along the
way.
Some sweet things have turned
sour.

•
•
•
•
•

Know the flavors you wish to
savor.
Assemble your ingredients.
Follow the recipe.
Bake, broil or fry it to
perfection.
Share your bountiful results
with those who have earned
the right to dine at your table.
And repeat.

Now in his 16th year as The Motivational
Firewood™Guy, Steve Gamlin shares his backto-basics blend of positivity and humor with
corporate and conference audiences around
the country. Drawing from a decade in the radio
industry, 7 years of stand-up comedy and his
lifelong personal development journey, Steve
shares ‘real’ messages for ‘real’ people. He
recently launched his “Engaging Your Why /
Vision Board Mastery” audio learning program
at MotivationalFirewood.com.

Thoughts can, in fact, become
things.
Truly delicious things.
If you know how to prepare and
cook them properly.

Join Brian K Wright each week
on Monday at 6pm Eastern as he
interviews world-class achievers
and learn how they succeeded

A series of powerful
conversations with
the most successful
people in the world.
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COULD YOUR MOST DAMNING SETBACK TURN OUT
TO BE A SUCCESS SET UP?
BY COACH JIM JOHNSON—SPEAKER, AUTHOR, TEAM BUILDING
CONSULTANT
Leadership | Team Building | Self Empowerment
Have you ever heard of Odeo,
SocialNet, or zShops? If you
have heard of these companies,
you are among the few who
remembers that they heard of
them. On the other hand, giant
corporations such as Amazon,
LinkedIn, and Twitter are very
well-known and have become
household names internationally.
In fact, they are business musthaves for growing companies.
But their success did not come
without a few bumps and bruises.
If you are an entrepreneur who
cannot seem to get your business
out the red, this article is for you.
Maybe you’re not in business, but
you are experiencing long-term
life lows such as unemployment.
Or you are experiencing a low
moment in your day such as
receiving a royal butt chewing
from a superior you highly
respect. Now you are wondering
if you should keep going as a
leader. If so, then this article is
certainly for you.
Consider it as your own personal
pep talk coming from a coach
who began a winning coaching
career with the words, “You’re
FIRED!” Take the time, print this
out this article and stick it in your
pocket. Trust me you will need
it because being a leader will
require you to have a layer of thick
skin.
Thick skin in business is like a
callus developing, both are time
developing processes. A callus

is an area of thickened skin that
forms as a response to repeated
pressure. Likewise, success also
forms as a response to repeated
pressure. To succeed you must be
able to withstand pressure, even if
it comes in the form of failing.
Nowadays, opening a business
has become as simple as drag
and drop on Wix, gather a few
hundred likes, and even a swipe
right and VAVOOM you have
opened your business. You do
your due diligence, you have a
worthwhile product, you gain
momentum, experiencing your
breaking even point, you are
projecting profits. Then, the
unthinkable happens, you lose
access to your website, plus all
your savings. Are you able to
survive such a career sucking
chest wound? Can you withstand
a failure of this magnitude?
Kathryn Minshew survived such
a career blow. In fact, Minshew
did not just survive, she thrived
plus taking her team with her, and
went on to create The Muse.
Must have two minutes to
scream, then move on…
Remember the three companies
Odeo, SocialNet and zshop?
Evan Williams is the co-founder
of Twitter, but before that he
failed in his development of the
company Odeo. SocialNet was
a failure by Reid Hoffman, the
co-founder of LinkedIn. Hoffman
created SocialNet as an online
dating site that failed big before
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he went on to realize success
with LinkedIn. Jeff Bezos is the
founder of Amazon. One would
never imagine such a successful
man initially had many failed
opportunities. I use the word
opportunities because one of his
most known idea is known for
being a major fail. However, Bezos
repurposed his idea to what is
now known as Amazon’s Market
place.
Consider it vital to your future
to step back from your failures
to assess the situation, gather
your thoughts, and nurture your
wounds. Yes, it is OK to give
yourself a much needed two
minutes to scream and cry if you
have to.
Kathryn Minshew, CEO & Founder
at The Muse—one of 50 Most
Innovative Companies in the
World, shares her two-minute
scream moment after an epic fail
of her first business. According to
Minshew, “I lost everything — my
life savings, all of my company’s
assets, even my sense of selfworth. The business I had poured
my heart and soul into had failed,
and as I curled myself into the
fetal position on my living room
floor, I thought I wanted to stay
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

there for good.” But her story did
not end on the living room floor,
and your story should not either.

is in your ability to be honest with
yourself and make notes of the
areas for improvement.

Do not associate an event as a
failure with your character as a
person. Failure is a verb, not a
noun. You failed at a task; you are
not a failure. It is something that
happens, not who you are as a
person. It is extremely important
you do not allow failure to seep
into your DNA. To do this you must
not dwell on it. You must get up
and schedule two or three small
simple tasks where you know
you can receive a win. Positive
activities will help you get back
on that path of success. Laughter
is a great antidote to inject into
your veins. After you have sparked
positivity into your human spirit,
quickly pull out the good from
the failed experience as quickly
as possible and apply it to your
future.

Constructive criticism is like rain
showers, it is not meant to kill you
but to grow you. When I was fired
from my first coaching position it
helped me to become a better
coach. I was able to acknowledge
areas in my coaching skillset to
target for development. Had it not
been for the firing, I would have
never attempted to cultivate those
areas. Never to acknowledge
you have major deficits in your
leadership skillset is an extremely
dangerous position of operation.

Every moment is useful to your
learning process. Often, it is the
process that failed and not your
initial idea. You must immediately
hunt for the good in every missed
opportunity. The ability to do this
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Emotional intelligence is
important to developing thick skin.
Failure leads to the development
of sound emotional intelligence.
As a leader, you must lead
with an unobstructed vision
and purpose. A clear view of a
situation is when you refrain from
internalizing failing. When you
continue to believe in yourself,
despite a failed experience,
you will motivate others to have
confidence in your leadership.

Team leaders need to believe
in themselves before their team
members will follow them.
Kathryn Minshew is an elite
example of a great leader. She
realized early on that she was
not a failure, and she believed in
herself to go on to greatness. For
this reason, her team members
followed her in her new journey at
her new company. She believed in
herself and gave others a reason
to believe in her as well.
THERE IS LIFE AFTER DEATH
There is life after death and here is
how you begin living after a major
failure. First, you must believe!
Believe in yourself and in your
dream. Improve the process.
The inventor of a well-known
cleaning product failed in his
development process 408 times
before the 409th successful
test of his cleaning compound.
According to the company, this
is why the inventor named it
Formula 409.
Another powerful example of
believing in the dream and
improving the process would
be what brought me to the
beginning of my speaking career
and sharing the miracle night of
J-Mac’s story. He is an autistic boy
who really believed in himself. His
positivity was contagious. Despite
the many times he did not make
it onto the basketball team, he
continued to try out year after
year. J-Mac made me believe in
him, and I gave him a position
on our team. He then began to
make everyone else believe in
him through his commitment to
his dream, daily committed work
ethics, and perseverance. The
entire basketball team was on fire,
sparked by the positivity of one
small autistic boy. When I put him
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on our mailing list and be among
the first to receive our webinar
schedule, visit my website at
www.coachjimjohnson.com

Coach knew from the moment he met Jason,
an Autistic boy with a love for basketball, that
with the right mentoring and encouragement
something special would happen, and it did!
The miracle game was against Spencerport, a
bitter rival, and with four minutes left in the last
period, Coach Johnson felt it in his gut, now
is the right time to allow Jason to experience
his dream of playing high school basketball.
Coach stepped up and signaled the officials
to sub in Jason McElwain. The rest is history
from appearing on the Oprah Show to ESPN
Highlights; people everywhere are still captured
by this miracle story. How one leader’s decision
to spearhead creating an opportunity for an
Autistic boy to live a moment of his dreams led
to the fans rushing from the bleachers onto
the court, lifting Jason up in celebration, and
ultimately changing his life.
Coach “The Gamer Changer” Johnson changed
the direction of Jason McElwain’s life as Jason
went on to receive an ESPY Award for the best
moment in sports history, an exclusive meeting
with President George W. Bush, and running in
the Boston Marathon.

into the game that miracle night,
J-Mac erased all the past failures
and seized his moment; the rest is
history.
BELIEVE IN THE NEED FOR YOU
TO SUCCEED
Can you imagine the world
without Thomas Edison? It would
certainly be a dark place to live in.
It is a well-known fact that the
teachers of Thomas Edison did
not believe in him. His first bosses
did not believe in him either; in
fact, he was fired from his first
jobs for lack of productivity. As
a man known to be too stupid
to learn anything, he taught the
world plenty. Thomas Edison is
quoted saying, “I have not failed

10,000 times—I’ve successfully
found 10,000 ways that will not
work.” What kept him going was
his belief the world needed him
to succeed. Despite his lack of
popularity through the process,
he believed when no one else
would.

This year, the year of clear 20/20
vision leadership, our focus is on
building championship cultures
through the development of team
leaders. If you are aspiring to lead
in your job, your community, or
among your peers and in your
family, you want to register for my
FREE quarterly Team Leadership
Development Webinars with a
special guest from the industry
leading leadership experts. To get
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Today, Coach is a sought-after Motivational
Speaker best known for, not only that amazing
story and his remarkable journey with Jason,
but the valuable leadership and teambuilding lessons drawn from that journey and
over 30 years leading his teams. For more
information on Coach Jim Johnson or inquires
for booking Coach visit his website at www.
coachjimjohnson.com. He has an entire team
ready to take care of all your booking needs to
make you the star of your next event.

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.
Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com
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THOUGHTS ARE THINGS
AND THINGS ARE
THOUGHTS!
WHAT YOU SHOULD
KNOW IN ORDER TO REINVENT YOURSELF
by Madeline Faiella
No one is ready for a thing until
he believes he can acquire it. The
state of mind must be BELIEF, not
mere hope or wish.
-Napoleon Hill
This morning I had a conversation
about thinking and beliefs. It
turned into one of those very deep
conversations that I love, because
the more I understand about ‘how’
we bring our thoughts into things,
the more I can change my beliefs.
The idea of a thing is easy because
we see things. I see this computer,
its keyboard and the monitor
where these words are popping up
as I type them; however, what I’m
writing is thought. Fascinating!
It makes sense that writing things
down allows us to realize them
faster because the written word
is now a thing. It’s on a piece of
paper. The thought is attached
to a thing. Writing things down is
impactful because we are taking
action to get the thought onto the
paper.
Simply put, thought turned into
action creates things. Einstein
thought of light from his point of
view and it became a light bulb.
Alexander Graham Bell acted on
his thoughts of a telephone and
BOOM, he created it.
Granted, none of these ‘things’
happened overnight, and yet,
in the moment they ‘became’
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what they were thought to be, it
happened in an instant. Listen,
you’ve heard of the overnight
success, right? I see it as the
moment of exposure to the
masses because there’s a lot of
work that goes with the thought.
Without action, nothing happens.
Ok, Madeline, ‘how’ does this all
go down? Douglas Vermeeren
said this, “In order for thoughts to
develop into reality they must be
permitted to develop in the mind.”
Therein lies the key and it was part
of my conversation this morning.
Where’s the Action?
There are reasons why some of
our grandest ideas sit in the back
of our head waiting for us to take
action. Those amazing business
ideas that would make a large
amount of money, or those ideas
you have for doing something that
will better the world, are sitting
and waiting for you to take action
on them.
Why, then, don’t we do something
about it? There are two things that
hold us back, stuck and immobile:
expectations and beliefs. It’s
that simple, yet not easy to
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break through. We’re looking
at years and layers of believing
and expecting – good or bad – a
particular outcome.
Let’s say you’ve tried baking a cake
or building a house and it didn’t
work out. You now believe that it
won’t work because you ‘expect’
to have it fail yet again. This is the
window in which we can change
these stories we tell ourselves.
Do it! I remember my Mom telling
me that all the time. Don’t think
about it too much. No truer words
were said. I can think of many
stories, expectations, and beliefs
to hold me back from what I want.
How about you?
Here’s an exercise that you can
do to ‘visualize’ and release some
of the beliefs and expectations
you may have. In the left column,
write down what you would like
to do. Immediately go to the right
column and write down what you
thought.
Write your desire and the first
thought that comes up below.

Write your desire here.
Ex: I want to build a house

Evidence
Scientists have been studying and
proving that our brains are pliable.
You may have heard the phrase
rewiring your brain. Think of it this
way. If you have a plastic bottle
and you heat it, you can mold it.
When we go through the same
experiences daily, we’re basically
working with a cold plastic bottle
unless those experiences benefit
our lives and that of those around
us.
As you think the same thoughts
and feel the same feelings, you
either begin to do different things
and have different beliefs or you
embed the old ones. I prefer the
former.
So, what’s a solution? Here are
four things you can do to change
your mindset and ultimately
change your brain:
1. Practice positive emotion
2. Meditate even a few minutes
a day
3. Visualize what you want to
bring from thought to thing
4. Repeat and practice the above
daily.

Write down the first thought that comes up
Ex: What? I can’t do that because:

Madeline, CEO/FOUNDER of Madeline Faiella,
LLC, is a certified speaker, mindset coach, and
author. Her understanding of cultural differences
is expansive because she spent a decade in
Europe, Japan, and the Netherlands.
Madeline shared stages with Bill Walsh, Nancy
Matthews, Rey Perez, Christopher Salem, and
many others. She was a keynote speaker
for NAPW where she spoke to a roomful
of corporate women. Madeline has been
interviewed on radio, podcasts, and TV in her
different positions as a successful performer and
artist and currently as an influencer, speaker,
coach, and mentor.
Madeline was awarded the NAPW Woman
of the Year Award for 2017-2018, served her
country, receiving The Certificate of Esteem from
the U.S. Military for her performances for our
troops on a 7 week tour in Germany and has
certifications and certificates of completion in
various programs. Madeline attended School of
Visual Arts and Keiser University, in NYC and Fort
Lauderdale, respectively.

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.
Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com

Her topics range from emotional intelligence,
leadership, creativity, clarity, courage and
feminine energy. She calls this #Femnergy™.
She works with women so that they understand
how to embrace their power allowing them
to hold higher positions and to stand in their
independence and interdependence in their
personal and business life.
CONTACT MADELINE:
email : creativemindest@comcast.net
Phone: 954-589-0789
Cell : 954-675-9617
website: https://www.madelinespeaks.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
madeline.faiella
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
madelinefaiella/
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DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE
YOUR DREAMS CAN
COME TRUE?

presents, angry because they
don’t have anything left to unwrap.
Let me ask you, “What in life that
you really value has ever come
easily”?

By Kris Whitehead
Even funnier, it has NOTHING
to do with actual value...and
EVERYTHING to do with our
perception of it.

Yes...thoughts DO become things...
and every one of us on the planet
is a salesperson.
Don’t believe me?
We are all in a battle through
conversations every single day. It’s
either their way, our way...or OUR
way.
I want to tell you straight, I hope
you’ll allow me to cut through
the clutter...

One of the TOP ways to shift your
perception is learning to become
grateful. We don’t always have
control of our circumstances,
although we eventually can. One
thing we still can control is our
attitude.
We can choose to see life as
working for us instead of to us.
Even when everything is falling
down around us, we can choose
to find at least one positive thing
in the situation. If we can’t find it...
practicing gratitude will give you
the muscle of hope that better
days are to come.

I’m going to drop three reasons
you should develop a hardcore
mindset and how to deploy it in
your sales.

Once you begin to find ways to
insulate your mind from negativity,
your ability to focus on a desired
outcome becomes stronger. That
positive energy will literally start
to propel you toward your goals,
just like a racehorse with blinders
on. What once seemed hard or
even scarred you becomes a
personal challenge to overcome.
You instinctually will begin to
search out in others for positive,
grateful energy, and begin to
repel anything else. Your FOCUS
begins to lock in on what gets you
to your goals.

Don’t get me wrong, technology
is a great thing. Still, too many
people have had it easier than
ever without really going through
the struggle. It reminds me of a
spoiled child who’s sitting in a
room full of opened Christmas

That focus that’s working for you
now leads to unique insights into
ways to accomplish your goals.
You begin to communicate with
others from a position of power
and authority. Not from cockiness,
instead from a confidence of

Tenacity...it’s a lost art in today’s
slick, push-button world. You can
buy groceries without walking into
a store, a car that can be financed
and delivered to your front door,
and you can even swipe right if
your girl doesn’t give more.
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knowing you are ACTUALLY
bearing the fruits of your efforts.
You also begin to become
naturally willing to offer value first,
rather than require it first.
I challenge you to think of one
person on Earth who continually
offers more value than they ask
for in return who ISN’T highly
regarded.
So, think about it:
A positive mind...that’s highly
focused...on giving value.
That’s the mindset of a champion!
All that’s left is to continuously
find ways to be about it instead of
just talking about it. So often, we
try to convince others and end up
with “no” for an answer. As good
salespeople, we follow up, again
and again, right? Not really.
The average salesperson quits
following up after the third “no.”
The fear of rejection, the selfdoubt, the lack of focus, and the
inability to provide enough value
to help a “no” become a “maybe.”
It becomes too difficult to give
anyone else our full attention
because we never gave it to
ourselves first.
You see, you never really know
when someone else buys
into you. We make so many
assumptions and take so many
shortcuts because all of life
seems to try to make everything
easy. If you want what’s easy,
you’re going to have to do what’s
hard...until hard...becomes easy,
too.
The tenacity, or willingness
to continue on in the face of
adversity, isn’t for the weak of
heart...

A dreamer who has the ability to
maintain their focus WILL make
their thoughts become what they
think about.

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Kris Whitehead founder of Think To Succeed is
a High Performance Personal and Professional
Development Coach. Kris exploded Think
To Succeed into a world- wide coaching
practice in mere months and has owned
and operated 5 successful businesses over
the last 20 years ranging from 2 Design/
Build companies, Real Estate Investing, and
profitable online businesses. Kris’ expertise
pinpoints the fundamental building blocks
required to succeed in today’s marketplace,
online or offline. You can learn more at www.
thinktosucceed.com

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.
Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com

“ Authenticity, Purpose, and Value…when you
have these in sync, everything you’ll ever
want is yours to have.”

Join Brian K Wright each week
on Monday at 6pm Eastern as he
interviews world-class achievers
and learn how they succeeded

A series of powerful
conversations with
the most successful
people in the world.
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YES, YOUR THOUGHTS
CAN CHANGE REALITY
By Dan LeFave

How many people believe in the
idea that the way we think has
some effect on our life? How
many believe that our thoughts
are intimately connected to
our future? Only 1% or less pay
attention to their thoughts and
what they think!
So, let’s assume that your
thoughts in some way create your
reality and that you have a clear
vision of your future. Research
shows that we think sixty to
seventy thousand thoughts in a
day. Out of those sixty to seventy
thousand thoughts that you think,
90% are the same as the day
before.
If you believe that your thoughts
somehow are connected to your
life, then the same thoughts
always lead to the same choices.
The same choices always lead
to the same behaviors. The
same behaviors create the
same experiences and the same
experiences lead to the same
emotions. And those emotions
drive the same thoughts,
neurochemistry, and even your
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genetic expression is equal to
how you think, act, and feel.
How you think, act, and feel is
called your personality. Your
personality creates your reality.
So, if you wanted to create a new
reality, then you would have to
start thinking more about what
you’ve been thinking and change
it. You will have to do different
things and do things differently.
You will have to think more about
how you are thinking.
A good gardener doesn’t allow
weeds to run wild and take over,
because they will choke out the
fruits and vegetables you want to
grow. The same applies to your
mind. The cleaner and clearer
your mind, the more succinct and
consistent your thoughts are, the
easier it is for your reality to bring
your thoughts into existence.
If it’s true that we don’t control
our outcomes and that we only
control our actions—if it’s true that
90% of our thoughts are repeating
daily—then we need to interrupt
our patterns of thought and
implement new ones. We need to
get inside of our habitual, chronic
patterns of thought.
As Ralph Waldo Emerson said,
“Eventually everyone sits down
to a banquet of consequences.”
What he’s not saying is that our
consequences are the result
of our moment by moment
decisions, and those decisions
stem from our thoughts.
The origins of success and
fulfillment begin in the mind. Our
thoughts become our mental
currency. If we’re not careful about
how we invest them, we can
easily invite problems, anxiety,
and overwhelm.
It comes down to what we are
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focusing on and thinking about
the most. Believing that having
more money is going to give
us more time makes our time
conditional upon money. I believe
the better approach is to set an
intention to enjoy time doing what
we love and build a career that
provides us with the necessary
income.
When I learned that what we
think and feel we create, and
we create what we believe, I
began practicing thinking more
deliberately. I began doing
affirmations consistently with
repetition because I understood
that a belief is nothing more
than a chronic pattern of
thought. These practices alone
have shaped who I am and the
wonderful business partners and
successes I get to enjoy.
Thankfully, we all have the ability,
if we try even a little bit, to create
new patterns of thought by what
we think about and how we think.
Our thoughts are constantly being
deposited as down payments
towards a future outcome. The
cause is our beliefs and chronic
ways of thinking, and the effect
is our unhappy thoughts and
feelings.
For example, if we were to look
back on an experience, such as
having tremendous debt and
recall the many thoughts we
had and the actions we took,
we would soon realize that we
invested our thoughts poorly,
which kept the debt growing.
Each thought layered on top of
the next one builds a bridge to
the thing (losing everything) we
feared the most. The truth is,
our thoughts become our things
whether we like it or not.
Zig Ziglar said, “Your input
determines your outlook. Your

outlook determines your output,
and your output determines your
future.” Not only do we have to
watch our mouths, but we also
have to watch our thoughts.
Which means: no more worry, no
more blaming, no more guilt, no
more judgments.

once you have identified that
dissatisfaction, the faster you
can turn your attention—through
your thoughts—in the direction
of the solution, the better it
gets. Continuing to focus on the
problem will prevent you from
finding the solution.

As a result, the way we think, the
words we use, the way we act,
and the way we communicate
is from the outside in. But the
inspired leaders, regardless of
their business or focus, all think,
use words, act, and communicate
from the inside out.

We see this all the time in the
media. They focus on attentiongrabbing problems and then keep
drilling down on it until there’s
nothing left to talk about. A better
practice is to turn our thoughts
towards a solution and give our
undivided attention to exploring
improving the situation and what
makes us feel good.

Imagine taking away Richard
Branson’s wallet and assets, then
relocating him to a remote part of
the world. He would bounce right
back to his original state of wealth,
power, and impact in months.
Why?
Not because he knows how to
build and grow businesses. It’s
because he has a mindset for
success and directs his thoughts
towards his goals. That’s how
most of us see Branson, but
it’s not how most people think.
Most people think in the wrong
direction, doubting and worrying
about things going wrong.
We say what we want, we may
even say how we’re going to
achieve it, but when it comes
down to the little voice inside our
head, we sabotage our ability to
get it. And we wonder why we
become impatient and lose faith
in our ability to succeed. But this
is insane! The bottom line, you
can gauge the rate at which you
succeed and feel good by the
thoughts you’re plugged into.

Daniel is the #1 Best-selling Author of Live the
Life of Your Dreams - How To Stop Working
Insane Hours And Start Living An Awesome Life.
He has helped build and grow multi-milliondollar businesses. Seasoned entrepreneurs are
his sweet spot. Daniel is the no excuse “prepare
for success” business coach and is passionate
about helping business owners get laserfocused and targeted so that they achieve their
goals faster and easier. He helps entrepreneurs
align their mindset with their goals and guides
them to achieve them faster and easier by
identifying and removing the mental barriers
that are causing the problem and creating a
roadmap for success. Daniel’s clients enjoy
more success, peacefulness, greater mental
acuity, greater focus, and overall a huge uptake
in productivity, success, and income.
Visit him at www.danlefave.com

Isn’t it time you stopped making
excuses and letting things stand
between you and the life you
want to enjoy? The life you are
living is a result of the choices
you’ve made. You can blame your
parents, your circumstances, the
government, or the schools.
Unfortunately, you don’t
control any of that. What you
control is how you react to the
circumstances of your life. You
only control your thoughts and
actions.
You can either think in reverse or
think into results - the choice is
yours. Most of us have two lives:
the one we are living and the one
we are capable of living. Don’t
settle for anything less than the
full and happy life you are capable
of living - think better thoughts
and think differently!

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.
Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com

The realization that something
is not the way you want it to be
is an important first step. But
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UNDERSTANDING THE
LAW OF ATTRACTION
By Jeff Hodges

The Law of Attraction: one of the
many universal laws that power
and manipulate the Universe. I’m
sure you’ve heard of it. It gained
immense popularity and exposure
several years ago when the movie
The Secret came out.
But what is it really?
Some tag it as “woo woo”, and
some people see it as a very
basic and fundamental function
of the Universe in which we live.
I, on the other hand, am that guy
that bridges the gap. While some
people believe in God and his
creation, there are others that
adhere to the “Big Bang” theory.
But the way I see it, there WAS
a big bang and God created
the bang. Now, this is not about
religion. You insert whatever
belief system you personally
adhere to. For the purposes of this
discussion, I’ll refer to the ultimate
power as “The Universe”.
I’m going to do my best to not get
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too technical, but in order to fully
embrace and understand the Law
of Attraction you need at least a
basic, fundamental understanding
of the science behind it.

something is the same as asking
for it. In order to offset this, you
simply have to turn it around and
focus on what you want instead of
what you don’t want.

As you have probably heard
before, the idea behind the law
is that your thoughts can actually
manipulate your environment
and future events in your life.
The reason for this ability of the
law to function this way resides
in the fact that all matter, all
thoughts, and all energy vibrate at
a particular frequency. You can go
to any hospital and see people on
an EEG monitor and literally see
their thought waves on the screen.
You can tell if they are calm,
excited, in a coma, dreaming, etc.
just by watching the screen. Now,
the law states that “like attracts
like”, and this includes frequencies
so according to the law you attract
what you think about.

As I pointed out, I personally feel
that science and spirituality are a
common thread in the Universe.
So, now that the science lesson is
over, I’d like to give you a thought
to ponder.

The rabbit hole is much deeper
than that, but I promised to keep
this as down to Earth as possible
and make sure you could digest it.
So, the main take away from this
is that when you think a dominant
thought or focus on something
with intensity, you are transmitting
that thought or focus on a very
specific frequency just like a
television signal.
Because the law states that “like
attracts like”, you are attracting
events and circumstances that
match the frequency you are
putting out. If you are focusing
on lack, then you are attracting
more lack. If you are focusing on
ill health, then you are attracting
more illness into your life.
One key point: the Universe
doesn’t respond to “want” or
“don’t want”. It only responds
to the nature of the thought.
So, focusing on not wanting
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This is the concept that brings it
all together for me.
The Universe (my Creator) exists
in another realm: another level
of spirituality, consciousness,
and another dimension. But, for
whatever reason, I was sent here
to take a human, physical form
for my temporary existence here.
So, the way I see it, there has to
be some connection between
the two worlds in order for me to
communicate with my Creator.
As a Christian myself, instead of
science placing a stumbling block
on the path of my beliefs, the law
actually solidifies my beliefs even
further because I can actually
relate to the power and the
process behind prayer. After all,
prayer is an extended period of
focus and thought. So, when you
pray to whomever you choose
to pray to, you are putting your
intentions out to the Universe.
The Law of Attraction, along with
all the other universal laws, plays
a key role in our day to day lives.
I’ve seen it with my own two eyes
and have experienced it countless
times in my life. But, the really
powerful thing to realize is that
since it’s a universal law and not
just some method you use by
choice, it’s working in your life
every day whether you choose to
exercise power of it or not.

It’s been there all the time.
You just never knew you were
using it.
But now that you do know, just
imagine the new found power and
control you’ll have over your life
and your future. Just remember,
with great power comes great
responsibility. So, use it wisely and
have an AWESOME life!

Jeff Hodges has been a Life Coach for over a
decade. He coaches with a focus on mindset
and self-empowerment, which he feels are
two main keys to success. While he’s very
comfortable teaching to groups, his main joy
always has been one-on-one. He likes to really
connect with his clients and he feels this is the
best way to accomplish that.
Jeff developed his love for personal
development as the result of searching for
a way to turn his own life around and in the
process, developed an equally intense passion
for teaching and helping others. He spends
every day working on becoming a better version
of himself because he wants to be better
equipped to help others do the same.
You can reach out to Jeff at jeff@journeywithjeff.
com or visit his website at https://www.
journeywithjeff.com

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.
Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com

Join Brian K Wright each week
on Monday at 6pm Eastern as he
interviews world-class achievers
and learn how they succeeded

A series of powerful
conversations with
the most successful
people in the world.
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ARE YOU PROJECTING
INSTEAD OF
REFLECTING?
Kocysha LaShaun
On the first day of my new position
at a law firm, I immediately felt
‘some type of way’ about the
supervising attorney. What does
that mean?
When escorted to my desk, I
made a mental note that nothing
was readily available (i.e. pen,
notepad, and other essentials).
When starting a new job, it’s my
expectation that things should be
set up a certain way to make the
new employee feel welcomed. I
later felt justified by this thought
when I noticed a notepad and
pen on the desk for another new
employee of a different team. I
also made a mental observation
that instead of her teaching me, I
was assigned to someone else to
teach me, partly because she was
not familiar with all the ins and
outs of my position.
Same firm, team supervisor, same
issue.
My whole countenance would
change when in her presence
because I didn’t think she did
enough for her team.
I found myself in constant prayer
about the first one and felt
relieved when she was moved to
another department. The second
supervisor, however, was there
to stay, and the same prayer did
not work. On the contrary, I was
led to ask myself, ‘Why are you so
frustrated with her?’
Before I answer that, have you
ever been in a situation where
you didn’t like the way someone
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handled their role as a manager,
supervisor, or team leader, and
you felt you could do much
better? Or maybe they were doing
a good job, but for some reason
you still found fault with them, no
matter what? If so, were you ever
honest enough to acknowledge
it wasn’t necessarily them, but in
fact, you?
From my moment of selfreflection and asking the question,
‘Why am I so frustrated with
her?’ I found that it was really
a projection of unaddressed
feelings towards self. During that
particular time, I was working on
building my coaching business,
but making very little progress.
It was excuse after excuse for
not giving it my full attention and
basically slacking in what I should
have been doing.
So, my frustration with the
second supervisor was really a
frustration with self. Was she a
good supervisor? She did what
she knew to do as she was
taught. What I took from that as
an employee was to do what I
knew to do based on my personal
experiences and beliefs when
the opportunity came for me to
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welcome a new team member.
From a coach perspective, I had
to question my lack of motivation
and procrastination. As for
the supervising attorney, selfreflection revealed that maybe
I was too critical and to simply
be the example I wish to see in
others. Some issues are not worth
complaining about – just observe
and do what you can to make it
better for someone else.

Now, I mentioned ‘a projection of
unaddressed feelings’. According
to a Psychology Today article,
projection is ‘the process of
displacing one’s feelings onto a
different person, animal, or object’.
I think it’s fair to say we all have
and do project unknowingly,
which is why self-reflection
should be an important part of our
daily routine – not just something
that we do when things go wrong.
When we take the time to selfreflect at the end of each day,
we consider all that happened
during the day – what went well,
what went wrong, how something
could’ve been handled or
responded to differently.

When we don’t allow time for
self-reflection, we risk the chance
of tarnishing good relationships.
While I wasn’t a huge fan of
the supervising attorney when
she was over my department,
our relationship saw much
improvement afterwards. Not only
that, as I’ve written before, we also
stand the chance of missing out
on good opportunities.
While I mention self-reflection at
the end of the day, what about
before the day even begins?
Before work, I suggest a selfcheck. As a matter of fact, what
if you got to work, assumingly
on time, and took three to five
minutes to unwind and then
rewind? Many people unwind
after work before walking into the
house. What if you were to do the
same thing before work as a way
of shaking off home issues so you
can properly handle work issues?
It’s definitely worth a try!
So, the next time you encounter
someone who rubs you the wrong
way or has you feeling ‘some
type of way’, take a moment
to consider if you’re projecting
instead of reflecting.
Is it really them, or is it really you?

Kocysha LaShaun, ‘the Purpose Accelerator’,
has made it her personal and professional
mission to help others ‘See Self as God Sees’ so
they, too, can Be Accelerated into Purpose (the
name of her business). She provides teaching,
coaching, consulting, and book editing
services to business leaders/professionals,
solopreneurs, and ministry leaders who need
help stepping into their purpose or expanding
the realm of their purpose. More specifically,
she helps others overcome strongholds, create
better systems of organization, and implement
new ideas for expanding their reach. In addition,
Kocysha is the author of two books, and
contributing author in two soon-to-be released
anthologies, of which one she is an editor.
In her down times, Kocysha loves to read, write,
and serve. She holds a special place in her
heart for the homeless community and those
previously incarcerated. She is also a huge fan
of K-Love.
For more information, Kocysha can be found
on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Wordpress
under @kocyshalashaun.

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.

Be inspired to win
your day with a
video a day.
Follow along with the

“Minute to
Win it”
and other videos each
morning meant to

motivate you to Win
the Day!

www.winitminute.com

Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com

Source: https://www.
psychologytoday.com/us/
basics/projection
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STUDY AT HOME
By Wayne E. Meyers

Wednesdays from 9am-9pm
Pacific standard time. To learn
more visit www.BeYourGPS.com.
To watch it live on Wednesdays
go to www.Facebook.com/
TH3Burns.
Another way to grow is to
watch any of the great personal
development films already made.
To see what a multi-day personal
development seminar looks like,
watch on Tony Robbins: “I am Not
Your Guru” on Netflix.

Did you hear the news?
The government just announced
there is a new “STUDY AT HOME
ORDER!” Punishment for not
complying is death. I’m joking
of course, but in all seriousness,
the current worldwide health
challenge is the perfect excuse to
grow yourself.
Think about it, you are stuck at
home….. bored to tears.
Option 1: Entertain yourself
by playing videos games and
engage in other time-wasting
activities until your eyes turn red
or…
Option 2: Invest the time in
educating yourself so that when
the storm passes you are richer
for the experience.
One way you can grow yourself
is to take courses. Some of the
major Ivy League Universities are
now offering online courses. There
are other companies like Udemy
offering Harmonica classes.
And, at no cost, you can watch
Becoming Your Greatest Possible
Self Marathon and Podcast™ on
Success Profiles Magazine May 2020

To learn more about Quantum
Physics and how we each create
our own reality watch the movie
What the Bleep Do We Know Down
the Rabbit Hole.
To watch an inspiring film of
motivational speakers sharing
great ideas worth spreading
watch The Secret or the new film
How Thoughts Become Things.
Another way to grow is to read
a good book. While there are
literally thousands of good books,
I recommend: Atlas Shrugged by
Ayn Rand and Ask and it is Given:
The Teachings of Abraham by
Jerry and Esther Hicks. For your
head and your heart you may
want to check out my work titled
Becoming Your Greatest Possible
Self™ Guidebook (still under
construction) available at www.
BeYourGPS.com/Guidebook.
And a final way to grow is to listen
to a good audiobook on YouTube.
I recommend The Strangest Secret
by Earl Nightingale…. or watch any
of the uplifting motivational based
workout videos you can find “en
mass” online at YouTube.
Whatever you choose to do, do
choose to grow yourself during
your free time.
Successful Entrepreneurs
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keep gathering information:
Information about the
marketplace, information
about clients and customers,
information on how to be better
entrepreneurs (because even if
somone offers advice you don’t
want or need, it may trigger an
idea of your own, that you had not
thought of before).
Another great source of solid
information to solve your puzzle
is Success Profiles Magazine. So
if you haven’t already, go ahead
and renew your subscription to
Success Profiles Magazine for
another year or purchase it is
as gift for a friend, loved one, or
business associate. You’ll be glad
you did!
To renew your subscription
go to https://www.
successprofilesmagazine.com
and please do share copies of this
article “as is” with others who will
appreciate the dose of inspiration!
Always remember to “KEEP
GOING, KEEP GROWING!” And one
more thing… be on the lookout for
another interesting article from
me in the coming months! Thank
you!

About the Author Wayne Edward Meyers, the
“Voice” of Personal Development is a Columnist
with Success Profiles Magazine. He is also the
CEO of Burn It Up Coaching Inc, the personal
development company behind Becoming Your
Greatest Possible Self™ Marathon and Podcast
with Host Chris Burns www.BeYourGPS.com. To
learn more about Wayne please visit
www.BeYourGPS.com/WayneInterview or
www.BurnItUpCoaching.com/AboutWayne.

4 EASY WAYS TO
OVERCOMING STRESS
AND OVERWHELM
By Brian K Wright
I just want to talk about the idea
of dealing with overwhelm and
stress and it’s something that we
all go through from time to time.
It’s absolutely critical that we deal
with situations constructively
when we’re overwhelmed and
stressed out about anything at all.
Here are a few quick suggestions.
Gratitude
First of all, come from a place of
gratitude. Be thankful for where
you are, because if you’re not
thankful for where you are, you’re
not going to get more of what
you want. It’s very important that
you operate first from a place of
being thankful and grateful for
what you have going on. Identify
the things that you are blessed
with, because honestly, there are
literally billions of people in the
world who would gladly trade
places with you right now.

There are people in the world
who don’t have clean drinking
water. They don’t have access
to schools or libraries or books.
They don’t have access to clean
food. They don’t have access to
an education or the opportunities
that we have in a country like the
United States, for example.
Think about where you’re at right
now and remember that you’ve
got more going for you than a lot
of people in the world currently
do. So operate from a place of
gratitude and thankfulness. You’ll
find that that’s a very constructive
place to start.

Seek Out A Mentor
Another suggestion is to get
advice from someone who
you perceive to be more
successful than you are and
find out how they deal with
stress. Just because someone
has experienced a great deal of
success doesn’t mean they don’t
experience stress and overwhelm
once in a while—we all do. We all
put our pants, socks, and shirts
the same way.
But get advice from people who
you know who have experienced
a greater level of success than
you have and figure out what it
is that they do. Think about it like
this. T. Harv Eker says in his book
Secrets of the Millionaire Mind
that your problems are what they
perceive them to be.
For example, on a scale of 1 to
10 if you were experiencing a
challenge that is at Level 5 and
you are a Level 2 person, that
challenge is going to feel really,
really huge to you. But if you are
a Level 8 person, that Level 5
challenge doesn’t even register.
It’s not even a problem anymore.
Upgrade your skill set. Get advice,
and deal with things accordingly.
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the more effective we will be in
the long run. True champions are
the ones who are self-aware and
proactive to do something when
these situations arise.

Brian K Wright is the host of Success Profiles
Radio and Publisher of Success Profiles
Magazine. You can hear his show at www.
successprofilesradio.com or reach out to him
directly at brian@briankwright.com

Many people dream of writing
a book someday, but most
of them never get around
to doing it. As the author of
multiple books, I can help you
make this happen!

Having a book
is critical to
growing your
business.
Send inquiries to
brian@briankwright.com

Treat Yourself

Pick One Item And Take Action

Something else you can do is
treat yourself. Do something
really nice for yourself, because
if you are in a place of stress and
overwhelm, that’s your brain and
body telling you that you need to
step away from that situation for
a little while. Take a few hours (or
an evening) off. Treat yourself, and
then revisit that situation with a
fresh perspective. I guarantee that
if you do this once in a while, you
will have a whole new outlook on
your stressful situation.

The last thing is that if
you’re feeling stressed and
overwhelmed about a variety of
things going on, just pick one
item and take action. You can’t do
everything at the same time. So
pick one thing and focus on that
first. And when you finished with
that, move onto the next and so
on until you are done.
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We all go through stressful and
overwhelming situations, but the
quicker we recognize them and
constructively we deal with them,
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Available on

Now Available on Amazon!
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Brian K Wright is the Publisher of Success Profiles Magazine, host
of the personal development show Success Profiles Radio, and book
writing coach/ghostwriter.
Success Profiles Magazine is your resource for current and relevant
information about personal development and business topics from
world-class contributors such as Kevin Harrington, Bill Walsh, Sharon
Lechter, Marshall Sylver, Anik Singal, and many more. While this is
a digital magazine, you can order physical copies or inquire about
advertising by writing to brian@briankwright.com

You can also subscribe with a special 7 day trial at
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